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ABSTRACT
 

Cyclic codes are practical and efficient codes which protect
 

against the effects of additive errors. However their effectiveness,
 

like that of block codes, requires correct word synchronization at the
 

decoder, Cyclic codes with symbols from a general finite field are,
 

modified so that they are also capable of protecting against misframing
 

at the decoder. These codes are modified by altering their distance
 

structure. There are a ntmber of techniques which can be employed.
 

Each method affects different aspects of the code's performance; there

fore a complete and comprehensive coverage of all techniques is given.
 

Results for each modification approach are given for three types of
 

protection from the simultaneous occurrence of additive errors and syn

chronization errors, The first type is the detection of some kind of
 

error, the second is the detection and the classification of the nature
 

of the error, and the third is the correction of both kinds of errors,
 

Furthermore for each approach results are presented for the cases of
 

symmetrical and unsymnetrical ranges of synchronization errors. The
 

proofs of all results indicate the general strategy for decoding the
 

modified code. 

A coset of the original code allocates part of its error-protecting 

capabilities to synchronization. Results are given for the general class 
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of cyclic codes. Stronger conclusions are possible when the special
 

case of Reed-Solomon codes is considered. In this case protection from
 

slips of half the code's length in either direction are permitted.
 

A subset code is derived from a code by removing certain of its
 

vectors so as to produce a code with fewer members which are less
 

sensitive to misframing. Two approaches to subset codes are demon

strated. One is a coset code of an expurgated code while the other is
 

a code with a fixed pattern imbedded in the information digits.
 

Changing the length of a code when combined with other techniques
 

is another modification approach. The work here improves on the few
 

known results and introduces many new ones so as to complete and conso

lidate all aspects of this type of approach. Results concerning
 

shortened codes are developed, subset codes are extended to yield
 

another modification approach, and coset codes are lengthened to produc
 

a new scheme. 

Two approaches for achieving wide-range slip protection are pre

sented. One uses interleaving while the other combines interleaving
 

with concatenation. With either technique slip protection ranges of
 

half the code's length are possible. The interleaving technique may be
 

coupled with any other approach giving the net effect of greatly
 

expanding the slip protection range of that approach. Combining conca

tenation and interleaving accomplishes the same result without increas

ing the complexity of the encoder and decoder to the extent to which
 

they would be if only interleaving were used. is shown that for
-It 


wide-range slip protection the error-protecting performance of either
 

approach is superior to any other known approach.
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COtER 1 

MMUCTION 

A great deal of research has been devoted to the problem of design

ing efficient and practical schemes by which information can be coded 

for reliable transmission through comunication channels which corrupt 

the message with noise. The general class of codes for which the most 

useful results and consequently the largest body of knowledge has been 

developed is a class whose mebers have fixed length, i.e., block codes. 

These results indicate that the more algebraic structure a class of 

codes possesses, the easier they are to implement. 

Linear codes are a subclass of the block codes. A linear code is 

equivalent to a !ubspace of a vector space. The vector space is over a 

finite fieid with a prime or the power of a prim nuber of elements [11. 

Linear codes are designed to protect against the types of errors caused 

by channel noise which are called substitution errors. A substitution 

error ocurs whenaver a symbol of the code is changed from its true 

value. Substitution errors and additive errors are equivalent because 

of the additive structure of a vector space. 

A subclass of the linear codes is the cyclic codes. Cyclic codes 

have-bven more algebraic atructuv because in addition to being equiva

'let to a vector subspace they have the property that any cyclic 

pezotation of the symbols of ay code word is also a code word (closure 

under.-a shifting operation). Cyclic codes are practical because they 
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may be implemented by linear feedback shift registers (Chapter 8 [2]). 

Because of a cyclic code's easy implementation and structure it will be 

considered throughout the following work. 

The Problem 

Cyclic codes are used to combat the effects of additive errors
 

'Introddeed by a communication channel. However all the benefits are
 

predicated'pon"the assumption that word synchronization is maintained;
 

unfortunately this is not always true. in any connunications system
 

there is generally a hierarchy of synchronization levels. Carrier or
 

"chip" synchronization in the modulation and demodulation processes is 

required In coherent systems. I Symbol owbit synchronization is the next 

higher level. Finally the establishnmet of word or block synchronization 

is necessary. A general discussion of all these synchronization levels
 

and their' interconnection is contained in a paper by Golomb, et al. [3). 

In this work itwill be assumed that the lower levels of synchroni

zation have been determined. Therefore the problem is to establish and 

mihtaln word synchronization even in the presence of additive errors. 

Loss of word synchronization at a receiver may result for a number of 

reasons. Timing ina'caracies or jitter in the clocking circuitry at 

a y level of synchronization could propagate to the word synchronization 

level. The loss could occur at the start of transmission because the
 

receiver'genirally must adaonmlish the synchronization levels in sequence 

viih word synchronization being the last level. The receiver could be 

in synchronous operation and then lose synchronization because of the
 

£nsrtion oi deletion of symbols in the incoming data stream. Two 

possible causes of this problem-are the physical phenomena in the channel 
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of fading or multipath. 

The net and lasting effect of any loss of word sy\nhronization is 

equivalent to the sequence of words being misframed or slipped at the 

decoder. Of course this excludes the direct- consideration of any word 

-with insertions or deletioi. However by investigating the framing of 

the preceding and sucdeeding words it is possible to determine the' 

aggregate effect of insertions and deletions in a code Yord. The study 

of codes for the correction of insertion or deletion errors has been 

undertaken by'several authors [4-7]. However the direction of the work 

to be preadated here is-to modify known error-protecting codes so that 

they are 'also capable of protecting against misframing or slip at the 

decoder. The problem is depicted below. 'The term synchronization 

Figure 1.1 Illustration of the Problem
 

error will be synonymous with misframing. 

This problem partially motivated the early work on comma-free
 

codes C8-123. Comma-free codes are codes which have the pioperty that
 

the misframing of-any two adjacent code words cannot produce a code
 

member. But all of this work discounted the effects of noise. It is
 

unrealistic'to igore the effects of additive errors in ihe synchroni

zation problem of codes which are designed to combat errors. 'HdveVer
 

the work on the:*noiseless case did s~rve as a foundation for later
 

work. Referende to other pertinent publications will be given'a'the
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a places iri the body of this report. An excellent overview
 

of the history of the work on this problem may be found in a book by
 

Stiffker [13].
 

The results to be presented in the following chapters will be
 

given in a very general setting because no ,particular type ofchannel
 

noise will be assumed, The results will be applicable to any channel
 

which may be modeled as one that introduces substitution errors. The 

codes hich will be exhibited have the capability of protecti g against
 

the simultaneous occurrence of additive errors and symbol slippage ina
 

given direction. The results will be given as the maximp number of 

each which may he protected. The work will deal with thermodifieation
 

of cyclic codes with symbols from a general finite field, GF(q)
 

There are a number of ways in which a given error-protecting code 

may be modified so an to give it sync-protecting;capabilities also. 

However each -method extracts a price in the form-of a degradation in 

certain aspects of the original code's performance. One way to classify 

the various methods is according to the technique by which the code is 

altered. The results will be presented along this type of outline. 

The advantages of one technique in.,a set of circumstances may be
 

disadvantages in another situation. Therefore a compilete and ,compre

hensive coverage of all methods will be given. The results, for each 

modification approach will be concerned with three types of protection 

from the conjoint occurrence of additive errors and syncbronization
 

errors. The first will be the detection of some type of error, the
 

second will be the detection and the classification of the type of 

error, and the third will be the correction of both types. Furthermore
 



results for each modification technique will be given for situations 

of syimetrical and unsywmetrical sync-protection ranges. 

The design and construction of modified codes will be performed 

upon the basis of the distance structure of the original code. The 

proofs of all the results will not be simply existence proofs but will 

indicate the general strategy for decoding the modified codes. 

Notation and Preliminaries 

Vectors over a finite field, Gf(q), (A Caois Field [i4)) will be 

denoted by a letter from the English alphabet with a bar underneath 

it, e.g., a.. If the vector space has dimension n over GF(q), then 

every vector may be represented as an n-tuple, e.g., a O , . ) 

with m1E GF(q). The Nwendng weight of a vector is defined as follows 

(pg. 204-205 [15): 

n-i
 

1-0
 

w 'Lai) ~0i 

The Hamming distance between any two vectors a and kb d(C,i) -is defined 

in terms of the weight. 

d(ash) wQ-k (i.2) 

-The Haaming distance Is a metric on the vector space (pg. 10 [23). 

Therefore a vector is the zero vector if and anly if the ffmaing weight 

of it is zero, i.e., c-0 if and only if w(c)-0. This fact and the one 
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given below will be used in many of the proofs in the following work. 

If I is any subset of.the set of integers (Ol,...,n-1311 then the
 

following inequality is true. 

WW k z V@ t)1 (1.3) 

It will be presumed that the reader is familiar with the funda

mental properties of cyclic codes. There are a number of sources which 

may be consulted [2,15-17]. Every code vector of a cyclic code with 

length n has an equivalent representation as a polynomial iti the residue 

class ring of polynomials mbdulo the polynomial (r.-1). Thus the code 

word b may be represented as
 

b(s) -,0 + 01 '+ n1 modulo (s -. (1.4) 

The same English letter with the same subscript will be used in each
 

representation, e.g., b " b(x). 

The nature of the problem requires dealing with the mieframing of 

code words. The following descriptive notation will be adopted. Let 

the be the code words of a block code of length n. 

Fer a positive slip s, h~ is the vector whose first (n-s) components
 

are theilast (n-s) elements of b, and whose last s compoonents are the
 

first a of b Whereas 'or a negative slip s, ) has-the -ast

=C =~~jk . I a 

components of h in its first a places and the first (n-s) components 

of b in the remaining places. Figure 1.2 is an illustration of this 

notation. 'In many cases it will-be necessary to consider the cyclic 

permuation of-a. vector b. b(s) will denote a cyclic shift of b to 

the right if s is negative or to the left 'If a is positive. 
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The results in the following chapters will be-displayed using the
 

following bracket notation. Let y be any real number, 

(1 

z 
ify O 

undefined if y < 0 

z is the -smallest positive integer such that z < y.
 



s>0 

s+I 

-n-s 

fln 

b() 

_bb. 

111177 '4 mi Pi 
-J 

In-4__ 

-jk 

FIGURE 1.2 VISUALIZATION OF THE NOTATION. 
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CHA&PTER 2
 

COSET CODES
 

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate one type of code
 

design technique used to modify any cyclic code so that it has synchron

ization error-detecting or error-correcting capabilities in addition to
 

its additive error-detecting or error-correcting abilities. This type
 

is the coset code. A 6oset code is obtained from a linear code by the
 
• fb M-1 M~ k i 

addition of a fixed vector to every code word. If 4i1i.4 M&qk, is 

an (nk)linear code and c is any fixed vector in the same n-dimensional 

space, then + a)V I= is a coset code and c is called the coset 

generator. Obviously if c were a code vector, the resulting coset code 

would be the original code; but this situation will be avoided through

out the chapter. 

The first coset code was designed by Stiffler [18). This result 

was based upon the tacit assumption that additive errors and synchroni

zation errors do not occur simultaneously. An average over several 

code words is required to determine if a word timing error has occurred. 

A different approach was used by Levy [20) in designing self-synchron

izing codes when he defined the slip-detecting characteristic [s,63 

for block codes. A code has [s,8] if for all overlap sequences caused 

by misframing any sequence of code words by s units or less, the 

Hamming distance from this overlap sequence to any valid code word is
 

at least 6. Thus both types of errors were not allowed to occur
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simultaneously. He gave a sufficient condition on the coset generator
 

for altering cyclic codes to obtain the Is,6] characteristic, but he
 

did not give any explicit form for this vector.
 

However Tong [19,33] did give such forms for the generator. He
 

also extended the work to provide for correction as well as detection
 

of synchronization errors. But again this work separated the two types
 

of errors, In the special case of Reed-Solomon codes Solomon [21]
 

used the coset approach to achieve a self-synchronizing property, but
 

an averaging operation is prescribed in order to achieve this effect
 

in the presence of additive errors.
 

Tavares [22) and Tavares and Fukada [23,24] considered all the
 

situations arising from any combination of additive and synchronization
 

errors including the conjoint occurrence of both. Their work deals
 

with the modification of cyclic codes and is basically algebraic in
 

nature and substance. The key point used repeatedly by them is that
 

an (n,k) cyclic code cannot have a vector that has a burst of length
 

less than (n-k+1) (pg. 152 [2]). However the approach to be applied
 

here is based upon the distance properties of the code.
 

A coset code which has a self-synchronizing capability has an
 

important property. When it is known that the code has been synchron

ized, it will operate with the full error-correcting power of the code
 

from which it was derived. Even though cyclic codes are extremely
 

sensitive to synchronization errors, coset codes may not be. The very
 

structure which makes them so sensitive is used in the design of the
 

coset code. It is for these two reasons that coset codes derived
 

from cyclic codes have been studied and used [25].
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Results for general cyclic codes are presented in the next section
 

and a special class of cyclic codes, the Reed-Solomon codes, are con

sidered in the following section of this.chapter. Most results are
 

believed to be new, and some represent a sharpening of previous work.
 

&esults for General Cyclic Codes
 

There are instances in which the detection of additive errors or
 

synchronization errors is enough. For example, in a two-way communi

cation system with low probabilities of either type of error, the
 

detection of an error and the retransmission of the erroneous part of
 

the message may be sufficient.
 

The first result is similar to one given by Tavares and Fukada
 

[23,242.
 

Theorem 2.1
 

A coset code may be derivd from any cyclic (nk)code with
 

minimum distance d which has the ability of detecting the simultaneous
 

occurrence of e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slip if
 

the following holds.
 

e = P_2(2.1) mi 


The coset generator is
 

' , 0 0! .,,,,.,I. , l)01 (2.2)
 

2 blocks 

The source of the error is not determined by the decoder.
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Proof
 

The coset generator c exists if
 

n > (t + 1) or --- t+l (2.3)
-- e <2n--3 


However (2.2) satisfies this inequality.
 

Let the slipped and corrupted vector v be received.
 

v,= + ( s ) + (2.4) 

r is the additive error vector with w(r) <5e and the sl'ip s is 

restricted such that Is < t. 

In order to detect a slip, or an error or a combination of both, 

it is sufficient to require the following condition: 

0 <min wQv - c - b') (2.5) 

i
 

for s # 0 or r i 0. This insures that a received vector will not be
 

a code vector. Notice how the code is designed so as to reflect the
 

effects of a slip into a vector which resembles a coset code vector
 

with an error added.
 

It suffices to consider the following two cases.
 

a) r# 0 and s =0 

min w(x~r- -£ )w (2.6) 
i 

Since r 2Q, w(r) >'0. Thus the inequality of (2.5) is ,fulfilled for
 

this case.
 

Define
 

={fj : b: =b(S)} (2.7)-3 jj
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Since the code is cyclic, b. is also a member. w'(z) is the minimum 

of the weights of y with either the first s or the last s elements set 

to zero. 

b) t >IsL>0 

mino{ [o ~()-a-'o .Fitw'(8 .c-'O } 
(2.8)
 

The first term in the minimum expression is from the condition of 
ijl
 

while the second covers the remaining situations. For the c of (2.2)
 

+ 3_>w, ( e + 2 for o.<IsiI< t (2.9)-

Minimizing (2.8) over the index i and employing the appropriate bounds
 

from the equation above yields the following result.
 

min w s-c-b i ) mii {[me+2-e] , d-t-(e+3)-eJ] (2.10) 

However from (2.1), e < d . Thus d-t-2e-3 >1>0. So inequality 

(2.5) is satisfied.
 

Q.E.D.
 

,Byrequiring a stronger hypothesis the previous theorem will pro

duce a stronger result. 

Theorem 2.2 

An (n,k) cyclic code has a coset code which is capable of detect

ig the conjoint occurrence of at most e additive errors and t bits of
 

slip and moreover it has the ability to classify the nature of the
 

error as either additive errors or additive errors and/or slippage.
 

The following relationship is sufficient for the existence of such
 

codes.
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L7- r't+lJJ
 

The coset generator is 

t+l t+1 tA- -
C = .......;. ,0,
 

(2.12)

(e+l) blbCks 

Proof 

ix> (e44)(t+1) or a> at- (2.13) 

permits this form of a. 

In order to insure the detection of additive errors, slippage or 

both, require that 

0 < rin (s)+ C(S) (2.14)

i 

for uw() _<e and any j and k and either 0 < ji C t or r 0and 

Iji <t. This requires all detectable errors to be within a neighbor

hood of a coset code word. The structure of the coset code is such
 

that slips are transformed into detectable error patterns.
 

It suffices to consider the same two cases as in the previous
 

theorem. For case a) the proof is identical and for case b), (2.9) is
 

still-valid. But for this choice of a as in (2.12Y,
 

wt ) e +t or 0 <f2+ Isl (2.15) 

Thus it follows that
 

min w( _) ) > min f[2e+l-e], [d-t-2e-l-e])
k 

(2.16)
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Since e d-t-2 from (2.11), 

d-t-3e-l  (2.17)
 

Since for w0 'C e, any received vector that is perturbed by
 

additive errors only is on or within a distance of e from some coset
 

code vector, it suffices to require that when the received vector
 

contains a slip the following must be true.
 

mino w(bs+c(s)+ b ) Ifor < ls <t."-Jk- - e + 0 
i 

(2.18)
 

Thus any combination of both types of errors can be distinguished from 

the occurrence of additive errors alone. Since (2.16) is still true, 

it only remains to show that d-t-3e-l > e+1, But (2.11) implies 

4e < d-t-2. Therefore 

d - t - 2e - 1 >4e + I - 3e = e + 1 (2.19) 

QJL.D.
 

The main thrust of the previous theorem is directed at detection
 

and classification of the nature of the errors. If the decoder has
 

provisions for storing 2t additional bits, it is possible to use this
 

theorem to perform slip and error correction by increasing the decoder
 

complexity. The technique is outlined as follows. 

1) Determine the distance between the received vector, X, and the 

closest coset code word, i.e., compute rain w(v-b.-c) = J. 
i 

2) If this distance, J, is less than or equal to the code design
 

quantity e, an additive error has occurred. The minimizing code vector
 

d 
is the miunumt distance choice for the transmitted one. Note a 2 
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from (2.11).
 

3) However if J is greater than e, the decoder will reframe the
 

received vector (hence the requirement that the decoder have extra
 

storage capacity) aid compute the distance from it to the closest coset
 

code vector. If this distance is still greater than a, reframe again.
 

When the correct slip is encountered, this distance will drop to e or
 

less. The requirement (2.18) in the proof of the theorem guarantees
 

that the drop will only occur for the correct value of slip.
 

Therefore if the decoder strategy described above is used, Theorem
 

2.2 may be strengthened and extended to provide for correction. The
 

results are stated below in the form of a theorem.
 

Theorem 2.3
 

Any (n,k) cyclic code has a coset code which can simultaneously
 

correct e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slip if (2.11)
 

holds.
 

It isbelieved that neither this theorem nor the previous one has
 

ever been stated before. These results emphasize the usefulness of
 

the approach taken here--the design of codes from a distance viewpoint. 

The important property of the coset codes employed in these theorems is 

that additive errors always occur within a distance of e from a coset 

code word while slip and additive errors produce vectors with distance 

greater than a from a word. 

A disadvantage of the type of decoder required to implement the 

above strategy is that the processing time may be prohibitively large.
 

This is a result of the iterative procedure involved. However if the
 

complexity of the decoder is increased, another decoding strategy is
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employed in order to obtain the following result. This is similar to 

one due to Tavares and Pukada [242.
 

Theorem 2.4 

A coset code may be derived from any cyclic (n,k) code with mini

mum distance d which is capable of simultaneously orctin e or less
 

additive errors and t or less bits. of slip provided the following holds:
 

ain rd-2-31a - rn-2-21(2.20) 

The coset generator is given by
 

2t+. 2t+l 2t+l
 
.. ..
 _ (1,0 o.. 


(2.21) 

(e+l) blocks 

Proof 

The existence of _is guaranteed by requiring
 

n > (e+l)(2t+l) + I or e -2t-2 (2.22) 

Suppose the corrupted and slipped vector presented to the decoder
 

is given by:
 

bko ° + 0% + (2.23) 

r represents the additive error vector with w(r) < e and Is1 :< t.
 

Without loss of generality it is possible to take s > 0. The decoder 

implements the following strategy.
 

{,k s w b(s) () is aminimumwith Is] <t 
z-(k R I.(2.24) 

http:rn-2-21(2.20
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Hence it suffices to show
 

( s o) )  -(s) o(s) 

(2.25)
 

foranyj j 0,k k and s 0 o , ISI <t. 

Consider five cases which exhaust all the possibilities.
 

a) j # Jo and anyk 

(so) (so) (5o) (so) (a)\ w( 

'k 0 (hik "kjk +

d - so e >d - t - e> 3e + 2 (2.26) 

(ao) (s o) 
There are at least (d-s ) nonzero terms in b - b From (2.20)

o -j 0k -Jk 
d-2t-3 > 4e, and since d-t > d-2t-3, the last inequality results. 

Let
 
- .(s) (so),
 

t. (S)J 0 1 
 (2.27)
 

b) j and any k and 0 >s Z-t 

I~s)> (a) (ao) bi -()- T 
jk 0kkk+& - jk 

S - (s) -2-W0 2w(c) -2-e > e+2 (2.28) 

o
There are at least w a - - 2 nonzero conponents in-(s)) 
" (o) + c bfs) 0 )th because in- from the sth to the (n-s

k +h a - C~ ) )th 
this range the definition of I guarantees that b' cancels the elements 

of b and because the form of c excludes two nonzero terms of
 
-jo 
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(a) 
(S) )_ from this range. Furthermore because of its form
 

W(S(u( _ Csi)) - a() =2(e+2) forui s and' lul. Isl <t 

(2.29)
 

c) 	 S and any k and a so , t > s > 0.
 

IZs +;-~ " Wa)
) > w C_s t t 
so) (s - (S) 

> ( 	 - C(8 -3-tw() 2w(c) -3-e = e l (2,30) 

(s) (s) (S) 
In the first (n-max (s,s)) components of (b.k _ c 

0(a) 0 (Si 
at least the nonzero elements of (S c ) must appear because of 

the definition of 1. There are 2wu()- 3 of them. Equation (2.29) 

completes the equality. 

d) 	 j# j and any k and 0 > s >-t 

(()(a) (sa) S) (S) r) 
jk -- 0 

-b>-I(S 	> w4.-0+k + s c~> yu) 

d 	(so-s) (K(s - c( s o (2.31) 

> d 	 - 2t - 3e - 2 > e +1 

There are at least (d-2(so-S))nonzero elements of (s- o- --s) from 

the ath to the (n-s )th component of which (. '')can cancel 

at most 11 C(S - 2. Equation (2.20) implies that d-2t > 4e+30)( ) 

and the last-inequality follows. 

e) j 15 and any k, and s - so, t > a >0. 

(S) >d - mas(sso) - (W('( so ) - c()3)-w) 

>d 	- t-- 3e - I >e + 2 (2.32) 
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-The minimum number of nonzero terms of b's)) in its first 

(n-max(sos)) elements is (d-max(s,s0)), and V - s can cancel 

at most 2w(c-3 of them. Since d-2t-3 > 4e, d-t-l > 4e+2. The 

validity of all five cases has been demonstrated and the proof is 

complete.
 

Q.E.D.
 

The decoding strategy above is to estimate the slip and classify
 

both the transmitted word and either the preceding or succeeding one
 

depending on the direction of the slip, i.e.,
 

{iks: W ( - r is a minimum, < t (2.33)(Y z is aj I I :,t 

x is the received vector. It is possible to employ a less complex 

decoding scheme at the price of reduced performance and also to
 

maintain error and synchronization correcting ability. The decoder
 

estimates the slipand only the code word occupying the largest portion
 

of the received vector. Hence its function is described by:
 

{i's: w b(s) - c (a) is'armnniimm, Is <ti (2.34) 

Corollary 2.1
 

The conclusion of Theorem 2.4 remains true when a joint decoding
 

strategy is employed if
 

rd-4t-1 n-li rt+f \.5 
ii 4 =2Jj+J 21 1)1 (.5Lri 1 -

and
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2t+1 2t+I.
2t+1 

/ -V--

(2.36)
(e+fl)lac 

Proof 

Obviously 

e < n- (t ) (2t+) (2.37)n-I > (2t+l)(e+1{L9] or 

(2t+1) (.7 

The proof follows the-exact out-
The decoder stratdgy is (2.34). 


C(S) 
 is changed.
line of the theorem except that the value of w( 


For this form of c
 

w ( o - C(S 2w(j) = 2(e+2{[t])

(2.38) 

for s s0 and Is1, so1 _ t. 

With this substitution the lower bounds in the five cases considered
 

in the theorem are given as:
 

(ao ) 
(2.39)
a) 1 0 > d-t-e > 3e+3t44.11 

) ~s) e+2+2 > e+t+2 (2.40) 

c) (s) > e+1+2 e-t+l (2.41) 

d) I(s) > d-2t-2[ 2] -3e-2 > d-2t-t-l-3e-2 > e+t+l (2.42> 

> i > d-t-t--3e- -:r (2.43)oa) s ii( ) _teret-u -3e- - > e+2t+2 

Two 'factswere used in the above inequalitieSo The first is that
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t -t1 <Fd-4t-41 
t 2[- < t+i and the second is that from (2.35) e < L -4 j
 

d-4t-4 Now the correct values j and s lead to
 
4 0 

I(so) < e-t (2.44) 

The conclusion easily follows.
 

Q.E.D.
 

Several comments are in order concerning the strategies of (2.33)
 

and (2.34). As may be seen from the proof of Theorem 2.4, the set of
 

triples from (2.33) may not be a singleton under the conditions of the
(so)
 
theorem. For example, it is possible that b also produces the same
 

ok1
 
minimum value as does b o becanse b and b are identical in the


(a) -~j 


j0k0I i icI 
first s0o places. (Recall so was assumed to be positive.) Thus the 

items (Jo, ko0, s) and j0, kla0o)are both in the set. For small
 

values of s0 the number of triples can be large. Nevertheless j and
 

a number of answers which are
 0 always remain fixed. Hence there is 


all consistent with the strategy given in (2.33). However no multi

plicity of pairs belongs to the set defined by (2.34) under the condi

tions of Corollary 2.1. The item (J., so) is the single member.
 

One method for implementing the strategy of (2.33) is to use a
 

syndrome decoding technique (pg. 36 [2]). Using the equivalent poly

nomial representation, this technique will be described. The decoder
 

subtracts the coset generator c(x) from the received and framed vector,
 

v(x), and computes the syndrome of this difference, i.e., the remainder
 

polynomial from (v(x) - c(x)) after division by g(x) modulo (xn-l). A
 

table of syndromes is consulted, and when the identical one is found,
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the decoder then has determined the value of the slip (s) and an 

error pattern composed of an additive error (3)and terms from the 

adjacent code word of which a piece is framed in v(x). Next the error 

pattern determined above is subtracted from (v(%) - c(x)). 'The result
(S ) 

is the code word b J (x). Since a has been determined from the 
ccj (g)O 

table of syndromes, a shift of b joJo (x) gives the true code word. 

It can be show-n that the syndromes from (v(x) - c(=)) are all 

distinct for distinct values of a in the range [-tt) even for diff

erent succeeding or preceding code words (see Theorem 7 [243 or Theorem 

3.6 [223). However this does not mean that the syndromes are unaffected 

by the error vectors and the parts of the other word. Let tf(x)1 denote 

the remainder term of the division of f(x) by g(x) modulo (ti). Thus 

the syndrome of (v(x) - c(x)) is expressed as fv(n) - c(x)3. Since(ao) a
 
bO (X) (or x Obo(r)) is a member of the code and thus is divisible 

0 0 0o 
by g(x), the syndrome becomes: 

{b (so) (so) s 
(z) - b+ +- r(O) (2.46) 

(a (s) 
Row the term tb. o (x) - b 0 xs)) is dependent only on the code 

(J0k0 jin 
word bk (x). So if bk (x)were replaced by bk (M) whose first a terms° 


0 0 o were not identical with those of bk cx), this term and the new syndrome 

0 
would be different. In either case, it still would indicate that a 

slip s had occurred. In constructing the table of syndromes and in0 

partitioning it into classes according to the magnitude and sign of
 

the slip, the terms from bk (x)and the error terms from r(x) are both
 
0 

used. Thus these two factors are at least implicitly determined when

ever a particular syndrome is chosen from the table In certain cases 
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there is another error r'(x) which when combined with the effects of
 

the first sO terms of bk2(x), will produce the same syndrome. Since 

the table is normally constructed so as to give the result containing
 

the least number of additive errors, any ambiguity is eliminated. It
 

may be seen from (2.46) that the maximum number of syndromes in this
 

scheme is:
 

c2tqk + 1)X ~ (2.47) 
1-0
 

A scheme for performing the joint decoding prescribed by (2.34)
 

under the conditions of Corollary 2.1 is outlined. First the syndrome
 

of (v(x) - c(m)) with the first and the last t terms set to zero is
 

computed. From this syndrome the value of the slip ao and the error
 

pattern from (v(x) - c(x)) which has the first and last t.terms equal
(ao) 
to zero gives the code word b o~ 


The syndrome of (v(x) - c(x)) with the 2t terms set to zero may
 

be represented by:
 
b(s) a 
lb(s))+ x s (o) + r(x) - c(s) - u(x) - J(x)} (2.48) 

U(x) eliminates the last t terms of (v(x) - c(s)) while u(x) eliminates
 

the first t. The number of syndromes in this scheme cannot exceed:
 
e
 

(2.49)
(Zt-l) 


it remains to show that the syndromes are all distinct for distinct 

values of s0 as long as je.j5 t. Consider another received and framed
 

vector.
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1,4x) (x)+ a(x) + r'(x) (2.50) 

Let W(r') _<e, and I f s o with Isl1 t, and 1, and kI be arbitrary 

indices. It suffices to show that fv(z) - C(O} # [v'(x) - o(s)] 

where the first and last t terms in each expression have been eliminated, 

Since b oo(x) and b.1)(x)are both code words, the requirement may 

be written as: 

) + r(s) -r(x) ys) - 0 (2.51) 

Y(x) eliminates the first t terms of (v(x) - v'(x)), while y(x) removes 

the last t. It will be shown that the polynomial in (2.51) is not a 

representation for a code vector and so it is not divisible by g(s).
 

0(a0). (sI) \-r'_(s)c (a ) +zr+ 

2(e+2{S9J) -4+2t+2e 

< 4e+2t+t+l < d-t-3. (2.52) 

The last inequality follows from (2.35). 

, \ - (so) ( l
w ((s (sl) 

> 2(e+2{ j>)-4-2e = 2 ti > t 

(2.53) 

Since the polynomial in (2.51) corresponds to a vector whose weight is
 

neither zero nor greater than (d-l), it cannot be a code vector.
 

The previous theorem and corollary deal with the situation of 

symmetric slip, i.e., when the range of slip is from -t to +t. This 
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may not always be the case. In fact the slip may be only unidirection

al, e.g., a receiver may lose bits as it attempts to achieve bit syn

chronization. So these results may be too general for a given problem.
 

However a refinement of these results Yhich will cover all problems is
 

possible.
 

Let t- be the number of bits of negative slip and t+ be the number
 

of bits of positive slip. Further let tj t=+ t+ and tmmax(t+,t )
 

Corollary 2.2
 

a) If the blocks in a of (2.21) are (tt+l) long instead of
 

(2t+l) and if
 

n -3 -(2.54)} 


then there is a coset code uhich can simultaneously correct e or less 

additive errors and ttbits of slippage in the positive direction or 

t in the negative. 

b) Also if the blocks in c of (2.36) are (tt+1) long and there 

are e+l- J] of them, and if 

+1
Fd-tt -2tm47 te = in r 1 

e~in[dL -tm] (n 'I-m]V1)} (2.55) 
\ +IJ 

then a joint decoding strategy used utith a coset code will correct e
 

or less additive errors and simultaneously determine the magnitude
 

and direction of either t+ bits of positive slip or t" bits of negative
 

slip.
 

Each of these results follows easily from their respective proofs.
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Reed-Solomon Codes
 

Since Reed-Solomon codes are cyclic, they can be made self-syn

chronizing by any of the previous techniques. However for this class
 

of codes there is a more poverful approach. These results vrill be
 

used in Chapter 5 when concatenated codes are considered.
 

Let r = tB,... M qK-1, be an (N,K) Reed-Solown code 
D-1l 

generated by the polynomaial: G(z) =DTr (z-7 ) over GF(q).
inl 

X is a 

primitive Nth root of unity. For Reed-Solomon codes recall that N-q-l 

and that the minimum distance D=N-K+i, i.e., a maximum-distance
 

separable code.
 

Theorem 2.5
 

There is a coset code derivable from an (N1K) R-S code which can
 

simultaneously correct E or less additive errors and T or less bits
 

of slippage where
 

E 4 N-K-2T4]1 (2.56) 

as long as either KKN or if it does, then require N > 2KT. The coset
 

generator is given by
 

(2.57)
C (I,%2X ..................,l(N-1)K) 


Proof
 

First it will be shom that if 2K < N, C is in a (QK+l)Reed-


Solomon code, rI, which contains r as a proper subcode. Thus the
 

minimum distance of r" is D'-N-K. Let the generator of 1l be
 

GI(Z) , (z-X ) over F(qy. For an J, 0 < j _<N-K-I,=,1.
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+ N2(N-1)(K+i)C0(,) i + XKJ 

(2.58)
 

K +
 i
!.X


since ?Xis primitive Nth root of unity and since .K+jr I because 

j <N-K. Therefore C E r', but C r because C(XN' = E I # 0. 

Suppose, just for the sake of definiteness, that the corrupted
 

and slipped vector presented to the decoder is given by
 

(s o) (so) 
(2.59)
v - B(o) + C +

=j0k0 

r represents the error vector and T > aa> 0. The decoder strategy is
 

{i~ks:( ) Co~)(a is a minimum with Is 1 < 4 
(2.60)
 

Thus it suffices to show that
 

(S) A (-() S - s§<f) (S) (S) 

jo 11%" jk -Ak -j )" 

(2.61)
 

for j 0 j k # k and s 0 s, IsI < T, whenever w(r <E. 

Clearly I < E. Furthermore 
jok -

C -C =(- s) (2.62)
 

So
 

N if s 0 modN 
(2.63)
= (C - C(s)) N0 if s 0-0 rood W 

Now consider the folloing cases which exhaust all the possible 

combinations of J,k, and s. 
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a) 1 0 Jo and any k
 

(s) (
 

Since the code is cyclic, the first (N-s) components of A ,)
o

are equal to the first (N-s ) elements of a code word of r,and because 

J 0 j it is not the zero word. In addition it follows from the max

imm-distance separable property [262 there can be (K-I) zeros at most
 

in these positions.
 

(a) 
T >N K T -E + 1 (2.64) 
3k 

(so)
 

From (2.56), N-K-2T-4> 2E, and so I >H+24T Let
 
(s )k 

b) iand any k and 0 > s >T
 

) (2.66)
wWt c(s)) -2,w(. & N-2T-E 


The definition of I implies that at most only the first s and last a. 

/ (s) (a) I( ) (
(
cMonents of . B can cancel elements of - (
 

o0jok0- -k) 

However from (2.56) N-2T-K- > 2n; this I)> E4-C+1. 

j > N-T-E >Z-H+K (2.67) 

This results from an argument analogous to the one in b) above.
 

d) Any j J and any k and any s # s0, T S>a > 0. 

(s ) W ) (s)) - w r 

jk 
k-30 
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The first (-max(s,%)) components of the vector - (a W) 

are the first (x-maX(s,so)) elements of a code word in r' because 

each vector in the sum is a member of that cyclic code. In addition 

they are not from the zero vector since j # 5 and s 0s* Because 

D' = N-K, there can be at most K zeros in these positions. So 

I ( s ) •Jk >N -K - mx(s, s) - E >N - R - T - E (2.68) 

Since N-2T-K-l > 2H, I ( s ) > E4T+l. 

e) Any j and any k and any s < 0, sl < T 
f 0)() W s0) S 

The (s+l)th to (N-s0)th elements of (BAj°0k JktQ -cS' 

and'the corresponding portion of a nonzero code vector in F'. By 

similar reasoning as in d) above, 

(s ) > N - K.- (so-a) - E >N - K - 2T - E (2.69) 

Again since N-2T-K-I > 2E, I(s) > E+.jk -

Thus (2.61) is verified for all the cases ahd the theorem is 

proved. 

Q.E.D.
 

Again the decoder in this theorem performs triple classification
 

(2.33). If however its complexity is reduced by programming it for 

double classification (2.34), a self-synchronizing capability is still 

obtained. 

Cqorollary 2.3 

If a joint decoding strategy is used, the conclusion of Theorem
 

2.5 is still valid if
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E = [-K-3T-l1 (2.70) 

The coset generator remains the same as (2.57)
 

Proof 

The decoder strategy is given by (2.34). The lower bounds on 

i(s) for all j # j and a s , Isl <T is the same as in each of the 

five cases in the theorem. But 

I(GO) < E + T (2.71)
 

(s)( o) . 

Note that I ( s ) >H + T > 1. 
j00
 

Q.EoD.
 

This theorem imnediatEely yields a corollary concerning the bound 

on the distance from any misframed vector to any code word in this 

coset code.
 

The coset code derived from a Reed-Solomon code as in Theorem 2.5 

has the property that 

F +- c)> - K min (K, Ia.> (2.72) 

(Ao 
o
 

for any s0 * 0 modulo N as long as K{N or excluding those s 0 modulo
 

T if N -XT.
 

*This result was first presented by Solomon [21], but he omitted the
 

necessary condition that K(N. There are numerous counterexamples. 
A(63, 9) R-S code over GF(64) with slip of E:7 and adjacent 0 vectors 
gives a zero weight. 
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Proof
 

Without loss of generality assume s0 > 0. The first (N-so)

i(so) (ao)0
 

are the relative elements of a
elements of 0 + 0C - 

code vector in the r'code. Since s 0 0 mod N and KON, this vector
 

is nonzero in r'. Thus there can be at most K zeros among these
 

positions. (See case d) of the theorem.) Also since the code is
 

cyclic the last ao elements are nonzero and can have at most min
 

(I, Iso ) zeros among them. Therefore 

w (s) (s) 

on -+ -C>x-i-minOC, Is' 

Q.E.D. 

Stronger results are also possible when detection or when detec

tion and classification are desired of Reed-Solomon codes.
 

Theorem 2. 6 

For any (N,K) Reed-Solomon code thexe is a coset code which can 

detect the concomitant occurrence of E or less additive errors and
 

either any amount of slippage as long as Kj'N4
or T or less bits if
 

R - N = 2K- i (2.73) 

The coset gem rator is given by (2.57).
 

Proof
 

Let
 

= B ( s ) + C ( s ) + r (2.74)
-3k 

-iith w( < E. r represents the additive error vector. In order to
 

detect either or both types of errors it is sufficient that 
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0 < min w(V- 4 - ) (2.75) 

for r f 0 or s i 0 mod N(Is<I T) 

a) If r # 0 and s m 0 mod N 

ain w(V - B,- )w(R >0 (2.761 

because r # 6. 

b) If s 0. mod N -(Is5 T-) 

w VWB()-B+ C - w(r) (2.77) 

However Corollary 2.4 applies and sousing (2.73),
 

•in w(n - H1 - )> N-K-min(K, Is1)-E > N-2K-E +1 (2.78) 

Q.E.D.
 

Theorem 2.7
 

An (N,K) Reed-Solomon code has a coset code which is capable of
 

concurrently ,detectirR or less additive errors and either bits 

of slippage if K{N or at most T bits if N = K(T+I). Moreover it can 

classify the nature...of.the error. 

- 2K l] (2.79) 

The coset rgenerator is (2.57).
 

Proof
 

The,proof of the detection claim follows the proof of Theorem 2.6
 

since the-value of E here is less than or equal to the value given by 

(2.73).
 

Sincew(rO E, any received vector contatiing only additive 

errors is a Hamming distance of.,at most E from some coset code word. 

http:nature...of
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Thus it is sufficient to require
 

min wQ-> ) E +l for s 00modN (2.80) 

i 

Hence the occurrence of additive errors alone can be distinguished
 

from slip errors with or without additive 'rrors.
 

Again using Corollary 2.4 and employing (2.79),
 

min w(y-V - C) > (N-2K) - E ,2E+l- > E+l (2.81) 
i 

Q.E.D
 

As in the case of general cyclic codes it is possible to use
 

this theorem to simultaneously perforz additive and slip error Azorrec

tion. The decoder must have an additional storage of 2T or N code
 

bits depending on whether KIN or not. An outline of the decoding steps
 

is given below.
 

'1) Compute the distance,,J, betweei the-raceived vector V and 

the closest coset code w6id, i.e., -J = min wq -B - C).
i
 

2) If J < , an additive error has occurred and the ninilitm
 

distance decoder choice is given. Note E -y) for the f-S codes'by D-1 


observing (2.79).
 

3) However if J > E, the decoder will reframe the received 

vector (thus the extra storage requirement) and compute the distance 

J,, between it and its nearest coset code neighbor. If 3 > E, reframe 

and compute again. When the correct slip is found, J< :5E. The last 

part bf the proof insures the uniqueness of the slip value as found by 

this procedure. 

Therefore if the decoding strategy outlined above is implemented,
 

the'results of Theorem 2.7 can be used for slip and additiveerror
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correction.
 

Theorem 2.8
 

For any (N,K) Reed-Solomon code there is a coset code which can
 

simultaneously correct E or less additive errors and either IN] or
 

less bits of slip when K4N or T or less bits of slip if N -K(T+I)
 

- [11N-2K-I] (2.82) 

The coset generator is given by (2.57).
 

Just as Corollary 2.2 provides results for the general cyclic
 

code when the slip is not symmetrical, the following.corollary treats
 

Let T+
 the same circumstances when Reed-Solomon codes-are involved. 


be the number of bits of slip in the positive direction while T
 

denotes the number in the negative direction. Further define
 

=T =max (Ttf) and Tt T++ T_. 

CorolLary z.: 

There is a coset code derivable from an (N.K) R:S code which can
 

simultaneously correct E or less additive errors and (A T+;o'tiess
 

bits of positive slip and T or less bits of negative slip where
 

tum N~~] [2Klli-KTi1 (2.33) 

as long as either K(N or E > T (b)either or less bits of slip 
K i 

in either direction if KIN or T+ or less of positive slippage and T" 

of negative if N - K(Tm+1). 

E W ao-2-1t] (2.84)
 

Part (a) is a refinement of Theorem 2.5 and likewise (b)is one
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of Theorem 2.8. The proof of this corollary follows easily from the
 

respective theorems.
 

Examples
 

Several examples will be presented to demonstrate the results of
 

this chapter. They are given in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. All the
 

results deal with the simultaneous correction of both additive errors
 

and slip. In order to demonstrate the approach for general cyclic
 

codes, binary BCH codes (pg. 164 [23 or pg. 176 [15]) are used. The 

codes have length n, information content k and a lower bound d on the 

minimum distance. Since the bound in some instances is not the true 

minimum distance [30], the additive error performance as indicated in 

Table 2.1 may be a lower bound on the true performance. Table 2.2 

gives the results using Reed-Solomon codes over the field GF(2). 

Since K does not divide N in any of these examples, the slip range of 

Theorem 2.8 is [ ] independent of the value of T. These examples will 

be combined to give some examples of another approach in Chapter 5, 

The tables are intended to show the versitility of the techniques of 

this chapter, but they by no means begin to exhaust the possibilities. 
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Table 2.1. Performance Capabilities of the Coset Codes of Several
 
Binary Cyclic Codes
 

Slip Maximum Number of Correctable Addi-

Code Parameters Correction tive Errors, e, Using the-Technique
 

Range of
 

Theorem Theorem C6rollary
(n,k) d 	 t 2.3 2.4 2.1 

(31,6) 15 	 1 3 2 1 
3 2 1 * 
9 1 * * 

(63,36) 1 	 1 2 1 0 
2 1 1 
5 1 

(63,30) 13 	 1 2 2 1 
3 2 1 * 
7 1 * * 

(63,24) 15 	 1 3 2 1 
4 2 1 * 
9 1 * * 

(63,18) 21 	 1 4 4 4 
3 4 3 1 
7 3 1 * 
11 2 * * 
15 1 * * 

(127,99) 9 	 1 1 1 0
 
3 1 0*
 

(12-7,70) 15 	 1 3- 2 1
 
2 2 2 0
 
3 2 1 *
 

(127,15) 55 1 13 12 11
 
2 12 12 10
 
3 12 11 9
 
5 12 to 7
 
6 11 8 5
 
8 11 6 2
 
10 10 5 0 
14 7 3 * 
20 5 2 * 
24 4 1 * 
30 3 * * 
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Table 2.1. (Continued) 

Theorem Theorem Corollary 

(,,k) d t 2.3 2.4 2.1 

41 2 * * 

49 1 * * 

(31,16) 7 1 1 0 * 

(127,92) 11 1 
5 

2 
1 

1 
* 

..0 
* 

(127,64) 21 1 
2 

4 
4 

4 
3 

3 
2 

3 4 3 1 

5 3 2 * 
7 3 1 * 

11 2 * * 
15 1 * * 

(127,36) 31 1 
3 

7 
6 

6 
5 

5 
3 

5 6 4 1 
a 5 3 * 

10 4 2 * 
17 3 * * 
21 2 * * 
25 1 * 

(15,5) 7 1 1 0* 

(45,5) 21 1 
2 

4 
4 

4 
3 

3 
2 

3 4 3 1 
5 3 2 * 
7 3 i * 

11 2 * * 
15 1 * * 

(63,45) 7 1 1 0 * 

(63,30) 13 i 
3 

2 
2 

2 
1 

1 

7 1 * * 

(63,10) 27 1 
3 

6 
5 

5 
4 

4 
2 

8 4 2 * 
13 3 * * 
17 2 * * 
21 1 * * 
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Table 2.1. (Continued) 

.(n,k) d t 
Theorem 

2.3-
Theorem 

2.4 
Corollary 

2.1' 

(127,85) 13 1 2 2 1 
3 2 1 * 
7 1 * * 

(127,50) 27 1 6 5 4 
3 5 4 2 
6 4 3 
8 4 2 * 

10 3 1 * 
17 2 * * 
21 1 * 

(63,7) 31 1 7 6 5 
3 6 5 3 
5 6 4 1 
9 5 2 * 
! 4 1 * 

20 2 * * 
25 1 * * 

(127,8) 63 1 15 14 13 
5 14 10 7 
8 13 6 2 

10 10 5 0 
13 8 3 * 
17 6 2 * 
20 5 2 * 
24 4 1 * 
28 3 1 * 
41 2 * * 
57 1 * * 
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Table 2.2. Performance Capabilities of the Coset Codes of Several
 
Reed-Solomon Codes over GF(2k) 

Slip Maximum Number of Correctable Addi-
Code Parameters Correction tive Errors, E, Using the Technique 

Range of 

Theorems Theorem Corollary 
k (NK) D T 2,8 2.5 2.3 

3 (7,2) 6 	 1 1 1 0 
3 1 * * 

3 (7,1) 7 1 2 1 1 

3 2 * 

4 (15,7) 9 	 2 0 1 0
 

4 (15,4) 12 	 1 3 4 3
 
2 3 3 2 
4 3 1 * 
7 3 * * 

4 (15,2) 14 	 1 5 5 4
 
2 5 4 3 
3 5 3 1 
5 5 1 
7 5 * * 

5 (31,15) 17 	 6 0 1
 

5 (31,10) 22 	 2 5 6 5
 
4 5 6 4 
5 5 5 2 
6 5 4 1 
7 5 3 * 

15 5 * * 

5. 	 (31,7) 25 2 8 9 8 
4 8 7 5 
6 8 5 2 
8 8 3 * 

15 8 * 	 * 

5 (31,3) 29 	 1 12 12 12 
3 12 10 9 
5 12 8 6 
7 12 6 3 
10 12 3 * 
15 12 * * 
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Table 2.2. (Continued) 

Theorem Theorem Corollary 

k (RK) D T 2.8 2.5 2.'3 

6 (63,31) 33 14 0 1 

6 (63,24) 40 2 7 8 7 
4 7 8 7 
6 7 8 5 
8 7 8 4 
10 7 8 3 
12 7 7 1 
14 7 5 
16 7 3 
18 7 1 * 
31 7 * 

6 (63,16) 48 2 15 16 15 
4 15 16 14 
8 15 15 11 

10 15 13 8 
12 15 I1 5 
16 15 7
20 15 3 * 
31 15 * 

(63,8) 56. 2 23 24 23 
5 23 22 19 
10 23 17 12 
15 23 12 4 
20 23 7 
25 23 2 
31 23 * 

7 -(127,63) 65 2 0 1 0 
30 0 1* 

7 (127,45) 83 2 18 19" 18 
5 18 19 16 
10 18 19 14 
15 18 19 11 
20 18 19 .9 
25 18 15 3 
30 is 10 
35 18 5 * 
63 iSs * 

7 (127,16) 112 2 47 48 47 
10 47 45 40 
20 47 35 25 
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Table 2.2. (Continued) 

Theorem Theorem Corollary 
k (N,K) D T 2.8 2.5 2.3 

30 47 25 10 
40 47 15 * 
50 47 5 * 
63 47 * * 

8 (255,127) 129 2 
62 

0 
0 

1 
1* 

0 

8 (255,95) 161 2 
10 

32 
32 

33 
33 

32 
28 

20 32 33 23 
30 32 33 18 
40 32 33 13 
50 32 29 4 
60 32 19 * 
70 

127 
32 
32 

9 
* 

* 
* 

8 (255,63) 193 2 
10 

64 
64 

65 
65 

64 
60 

30 64 65 50 
50 64 45 ,20 
60 64 35 5 
70 64 25 * 
80 
90 

64 
64 

15 
5 

* 
* 

127 64 * * 

8 (255,35) 221 2 
10 

92 
92 

93 
93 

92 
,88 

30 92 79 64 
50 92 59 34 
60 92 49 19 
70 92 39 4 
80 92 29 * 
90 92 19 
100 92 9 * 
127 92 * * 
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CHAPTER 3
 

SUBSET CODES 

The coset codes of the previous chapter provide synchronization
 

detection or correction capabilities by suitably choosing the coset
 

generator. Hence each original code vector is translated. However
 

the price of obtaining the additional capabilities in this manner is
 

that the additive error detecting or correcting efficiency of such
 

codes is reduced whenever additive errors and bit slippage occur
 

together. The codes of this chapter are derived from cyclic codes by
 

removing certain vectors from.the code before any other alteration is
 

to delete some of those vectors which are
applied. The intent is 


cyclic shifts of a subset of the original code. The effect of this is
 

to obtain a subcode which is less sensitive to bit slippage. Never

theless even after modification the rate of the resulting code is
 

However this decrease in the rate performance is reflected
reduced. 


either in the total or partial lack of a decrease in the additive error
 

detecting or correcting efficiency whenever both types of errors occur
 

simultaneously. Hence there is a trade-off between these two perfor

mance standards.
 

Only a small amount of work on detection or correction of syn

chronization errors by these subset codes has been done, and all of
 

that is quite recent C22,27,283. It is believed that most of the
 

results in this chapter are original. Furthermore they are presented
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In a logical sequence beginning with those which pertain to the detec

tion of any type of error and culminating in the presentation of those 

which deal with the correction of both additive and slip errors.
 

Coset of Expurgated Codes 

Definition 3.1 

Let a be an (n,k) cyclic code with minimum distance d generated by 

g(x). Let A' denote the cyclic code generated by the composite 

(f(x)g(s)). The deg 2(x) a and f(O) 0 0, and furthermore it has 

exponent u, i.e., f(X)I(xu-l) but f(x) t l) for any t <u [1,29]; 

The cyclic code A' is formed by expugating the code A (pg. 335 

[15). Thus A' is a (nk-a)subeode of A. The code to be transmitted 

will' be a coset code derived from A' by using a ot4g(x) as the.coset 

generator, So the modified subset code to be considered in this 

section is given by: 

r+ : b E A' (3.1) 

It will be convenient to define a subset I of the index integers for
 

the vectors of A.
 

I = (integers I -b E A' (.2) 

Employing the code of (3.1) it is possible to give a result con

cerning the concomitant detection of both types of errors.
 

Theorem 3.1 

Given an (nk)-cyclic code there is a coset code of an (n,k-a) 

cyclic code which can detect the concurrent occurrence of 19l bits of 

slippage in either direction and e(s) or leas additive errors if 
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d - II " a(s) (3'.3) 

and
 

lis<u (3.4) 

Moreover u <qa. I and equality is possible if and only if f(x) is a 

primitive polynomial. 

Proof
 

Let the corrupted and slipped vector which is received be desig

nated by:
 

h s )  b + . + (3.5)
-jk
 

r represents the additive errors with w(r) C e(s) and j and k are both 

in the set I defined by (3.2). In orderto be able to detect either 

an additive error or a synchronization error or both, it suffices to 

require that 

min w( - l-b > o (3.6)
I 

for r # 2 or 0 < jai< u - 1. Thus no subcode coset vector can be" 

obtained by-misframing the corrupted incoming data stream. 

a) For r #0Pand s - 0
 

min (v -b -= w(r) > 0 (3.7)
I 

b) For any M and any a such that 0 < jsaC u - 1, consider the 

following inequality which holds for any i E I. 

w( (a) (a) le - wr) (3.8) 
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since j e 1,b A' and so (0 b ) ' But (A' if 

I91 c u-I. A proof of this fact follows. Suppose this isnot the case. 

Aa' 1) if )- (X) (xs-1) modulo (xn-1) is 

divisible by (f(z)g(x)) modulo (xn-l). However this is possible if 

and only if f6O) 1) modulo (7-1). But '(f)4(x t-1)mod (-) 

for any I)t< u. Note if t < 0, (xt-1) M-xn (Jt- 1)mialo (Xsl). 

This contradiction establishes the fact.
 

Therefore b#)b 1s 0 for any 1 C I, Bit it is9 a code
 

vector of A. So it follows that:
 

min v - _4 - S) _d - Is a (g) -(3.9)
I 

The right hand side is strictly positive by using (3.3). 

The ioreover" statement easily follows from the definition of the 

exponent of a polynomial and also from the definition of a primitive 

polynomial (Thin. 13, pg. 130 [l] or section 29 [293). The existence of 

primitive polynomials over any finite field iS well known. 

Q.E.D.
 

Itmust be noted that in this theorem the additive error detection
 

capabilities, e(s), of this block code are a function of the magnitude 

of the slip that has actually occurred. If there is no slip, the 

usual bound on error detection is the result. 

Theorem 3.2 

Every (n,k) cyclic code can be modified into an (nk-a)block
 

dode which is capable of detecting the simultaneous occurrence of at
 

most e additive errors and t or less bits of slippage (independent of
 

direction) if
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rd-t-11(3.10)
 

where 

t u- 2 (3.11)
 

Furthermore this block code can distinauish between additive errors
 

and a combination of both types of errors. Equality can be achieved
 

in (3.11) by using a primitive polynomial to generate the expurgated
 

code.
 

Proof
 

The block code is the coset code given in (3.1). Let the generic 

form of the received vector, X,be given as in (3.5). The detection 

part of this theorem as well as the existence of the equality in (3.11) 

is proved in the same manner as in the-previous theorem. 

To be able to distinguish between additive errors alone (s=0) and
 

any combination of both (sOO) it suffices to require for any s, 

0.< Is <u-1, and any r, w(r) <e that: 

min - ) e+1 (3.12)
I 

This is evident from the fact that-if s=0, all received vectors are
 

within a distance of e+l of a coset code member.
 

Again as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, (3.9) is valid.
 

mint w62 - b ) d - 1sj - e >e + 1(3.13) 

The right inequality results from (3.10) which implies d-1s-1 > 2e. 

Q.E.D.
 

Just as it was possible in Chapter 2 to use Theorem 2.2 as a basis for
 

http:rd-t-11(3.10
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a correction scheme, the results of the previous theorem dealing with
 

detection and classification of errors will be extended so as to permit
 

the simultaneous correction of both additive errors and slippage. This
 

extension necessitates increasing the complexity of the decoder to take
 

advantage of the code's structure.
 

Theorem 3.3
 

For any (n,k) cyclic code there is an (n,k-a) block.code which
 

can correct the conjoint occurrence of e or less additive errors and t
 

or less bits of slip - independent of the direction - if
 

e = rdt-l~l(3.14) 

and
 

t = u-i < q2 _2 (3.15) 

Equa ity • will hold if the only if f(x) is a primitive polynomial. 

Proof
 

The validity of all the conclusions of the theorem is demonstrated
 

once the decoding strategy is outlined. The steps of this strategy 

are given below as well as being depicted in figure 3.1.
 

.1) Compute the Hamming distance between the framed vector v
 
-o 

and the closest member of theblock code. That is determine the
 

quantity J0.
 

Jk = min wv -b -k .16) 
I (Ya) 

2) If the received vector is within a distance of e+1 from a 

possible block code vector, i.e., Jo<e, only an additive error has 

occurred. Then the block code vector which gives J0 in (3.16) is the 

http:rdt-l~l(3.14
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minimum distance choice as the transmitted one. 
3) However if J is greater than a, a combination of errors has 

0 

occurred. So the decoder must reframe, obtaining !i, and determine the
 

distance J1 to the closest neighbor. Continue reframing and computing
 

the distance Jk until the distance is less than e+l. Then the slip is
 

corrected and moreover any additive errors are also corrected by
 

choosing the minimizing block code member. The uniqueness of the
 

solution is guaranteed by the stipulation (3.12) in the previous
 

theorem's proof,
 

Q.E.D. 

The important feature of the code's design is that additive errors 

always result in a received vector that is within a sphere about the 

true coset code vector whereas for any slip in the designated range the 

received one is within a concentric shell about some coast code vector. 

The decoding scheme is an iterative one. The choice of the sequence 

of values of slip by-which it searches is generally guided by any 

statistical knowledge about the slip.
 

If a less complex decoding strategy is used, correction of con

jointly occurring errors is possible but at a degradation in both
 

additive error and slip correction performance. This result is
 

equivalent to one due to Tavares [222.
 

Theorem 3.4
 

Any (nk)cyclic code may be modified into an (n,k-a) block code 

as defined in (3.1) which has the capability of simultaneously correct

e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slip where:
 

e = [1- t (3.17) 
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and 

Furthermore t if f(%) of Definition 3.1 is primitive.
-

L 2j
 

Proof
 

Suppose that the framed vector is given by:
 

+(s)
= () + r (3.1)v-jk .
 

r: represents the additive errors with w& < e and Isl _ct.
 

The decoding procedure is outlined.
 

1) Determine te& such that w(v - b.) is ainfnmum. 

2) Determine the remainder term of modulo (x-l). This 

term corresponds to a value (both magnitude and sign) of the slip s. 

3) Then the transmitted vector is ,-s) 

It suffices to show that if v in (3.19) is decoded as above, the 

results are b, and s. 

a) For any k11EQ 

wt-b.)< w b (a)-b 41(s)h 
(F-jj:--i+ Iski4L(r) :5w0 1,-_b) + tie 

(3.20)
 

Now b = a)+ (s)is in A. Therefore 

min w(- + e <d-1 (3.21) 
1 -2 

So,the unique choice of a vector in & which satisfies this inequality 

is bJ1 because of (3.17). bj () 

b) The remainder term of f(x) must be considered. 
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x + Xsb() = bj(x) 8 g(x) mod (xY-l) (3.22) 

NOW xa bj(x) is in A and so is divisible by f(x)g(x) modulo (1 flj)° 

However f(=)g(x) divides Xsg(x) if and only if f(x) divides =. with all 

divisions modulo (xn-l). Thus the remainder term required is exactly 

the remainder of This term will be denoted as (7 3° To be able 

to establish a unique correspondence between values of slip and the
 

remainder terms, it must be shom that if m 0a and Inj and Is I are 

both less than then 
3 

0 C 
m 

mod, ) (l), Or equivalently 

sho - lf 0 mod (s-i). But f(x)2 for' any integer y sincef(s) S-M
 
f(O) 0 0. S finally -0O mod (xn-i) is sufficient for the 

uniqueness. However Is-m < u aid f(x) T(xy-I) for y from the< u 

definition of exponent. Thus the remainder terms in this range are
 

distinct.
 

c) The unique choice for the transmitted vector is
 

b(-S) b+
 

As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the exponent u < qa-


Q.EOD. 

The decoder in this scheme performs decoding as if the original 

code were being used. This removes the additive errors. It then takes
 

advantage of the fact that some of the cyclic shifts. of the original 

code vectors have been removed. Of the (qa-1 ) qk-a vectors which have 

been removedo u-I are made to correspond with a synchronization error, 

The vector I corresponds to s=0. The computation of ,the remainder term 

is equivalent to determining a syndrome (pg. 36 [-21) in the A' code. 

Thus s=O corresponds to 1. The decoder must have a memory faculty in
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order to obtain the value of slip from the syndrome. 

As was pointed out in chapter 2, results for a symmetric "slip 

range may be of linited use, So the previous theorem will be refined 

to include the case when the slip correction range is unsymmetrical. 

Corollary 3Ai 

If
 

o t (3.23> 

and
 

t t <u - I < qa .. 2 (3.24) 

then there is a (n,k-a) block code derivable from any cyclic (n,k) code
 

which can conjointly correct e or less additive errors and at most t 

bits of positive slip and t" bits of negative slip. in addition 

.)tt = t+ + t" and t max (t+,t (3.23) 

Proof 

The value of a in (3,19) is restricted by -t" < s t+ Equation 

(3,20) is true if t is replaced by t m With this diange part a) of the 

proof is the same. Also demonstrating that x 0 mod 

where a t m and -t" < s m < t+ is sufficient to complete the proof. 

But Is-ml <5t and 'tt<u, Thus f~~(te)modulo (tn-) and so 

the remainder is nonzero. 

Q.E.D. 

Even though the decoder strategy remains the same, itmust be pointed
 

out that in step 2 the correspondence between a particular remainder
 

term and the value of a slip may change vwhen the results of the 
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corollary are applied. Of course, the remainder of I still corresponds
 

to s-O.
 

A Subset Code Containgl a Fixed Pattern 

Since word synchronization in valuable information, at least
 

directly to the receiver, it can be sent as part of the message content 

of each code word. As it will be demonstrated, the error correcting 

ability of this type of code will be equal to the parent code. However 

the rate will be altered in a manner directly proportional to the slip
 

correcting range of these codes.
 

The codes to be constructed below are cyclic codes in which the
 

information bits are located in special blocks with respect to each 

word. In addition certain of these will always contain a fixed pattern. 

This pattern enables the decoder to detect if a synchronization loss has 

occurred and moreover to determine its magnitude and direction. There 

is nothing esoteric about the pattern to be employed here. It has been
 

used by Mandelbam £27] in a technique very similar to the one to be 

presented below, It was introduced by Sellers [5) in a different 

context for correcting bit-loss and bit-gain errors with burst error 

correcting codes. 

Suppose there is an (n~k) cyclic code. Recall the definition .of 

t+ , t, t t and tm from Corollary 3.1. Any cyclic code is cmbinator

ially equivalent to a systematic cyclic code which has at least t 

information slots in the beginning components and at least t +1 infor

mation bits in the last elements of every code vector. Hence a
k-t -l 

necessary assumption is k < tt + 1. A subset code with q members 

is constructed by choosing all of the vectors from the systematic code
 



which have zeros in the first t places and also ones in the last
 

(t+1) positions. That is b., a member of this subset code, is given
 

by:
 

bj b b t +1 (3.26) 
bj= O ...O j~t +l " bj - + 2 ! . 1.) 

Thus the pattern is t- zeros first and (t++1) ones last.
 

This subset code will be transmitted and the decoder will perform
 

the operation prescribed for the (n,k) systematic cyclic code, If b
 
.1
 

andb are in the subset code and if t+ > s >0, then b(s) has the
 
-c- -jk 

following form.
 

(s) to-s bj t-+l,...,b t++l sjk 02. $0~oU Ij,t 3n t -22"0...1, ,?.0
 

S(3.27)
 

But this is nothing more than a cyclic shift of a code word b which
 
-j
 

was in the systematic code. 'The same is true of the form of b(s) if-jk 

(-t ) <s < 0. Note that the magnitude and direction of the slip s
 

is easily determined. Let the received vector v be given by
 

(S) (3.28)
 

Then the additives error vector, r, is correctable by the decoder since
 

b~s) is a code vector. This result is summarizedby the following
-jk 

theorem.
 

Theorem 3.5 

Given any (n,k) cyclic code there is an (n,k-t'-t+-1)block code
 

which can simultaneously correct e or less additive errors and t+ bits
 

of positive slip or t" bits of negative slip.
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e = 2(3.29)
 

The technique presented above is equivalent to another method
 

which is a coset code of an expurgated code. A suboode of the system

atic cyclic code is formed by selecting those members wbich have t
 

zeros in the first components and (t +1) zeros in the last positions.
 

The coset generator is given by:

t+l 

tt +1 
R=.0 ......,0, 1, i..,i) (3.30) 

Therefore a generic term of this coset code is depicted in (3.26). If
 

the additive error-correcting decoding algorithm normally used for the 

systematic cyclic code is employed on the coset code, all additive
 
d 

errors within i will be corrected, The effects of any slip upon the
 

coset generator c is easily detected, and the results of Theorem 3.5
 

are obtained. Another choice of a coset generator is given by:
 

xt+
 
f- t+
 

C= (, ....... ....... 0, 1 (3.31)
 

If this generator is used (or equivalently this pattern), the codes
 

of Shiva and Sequin [281vwhich they call the '?odified Version" are
 

combinatorially equivalent to this eoset code. However the results
 

here are much stronger.
 

Although this equivalence exists between subset codes with a
 

fixed pattern and coset codes derived from suboodes, the fixed pattern
 

viewpoint is preferable. It is the choice of the pattern which is
 

embedded in the information bits of the code that is important. 'This
 

pattern must be chosen such that slips are detectable.
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Comparison of Results
 

The best choice of self-synchronizing subset codes depends upon 

the criteria which the codes must meet. The various results of this 

chapter were achieved by compromises between error correction capa

bilities, slip correction capabilities, and code rate. In addition 

the complexity of the decoding strategy may be modified, and this 

effects the other performance factors. 

There are three main results in this chapter which deal with the 

simultaneous correction of both additive errors and bit slippage. 

They are given by Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. A comparison will be 

made between the additive error performances and also between the 

rates with the slip correction range t as the independent variable. 

In Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 t will be allowed to assume its maximum value, 

i.e., t = qa_2 in Theorem 3,3 and 2t = qa-2 in Theorem 3.4. Let e i 

denote the maximum number of correctable errors as given by Theorem 

3.1 and let Ri be the corresponding rate. The following quantities 

are displayed in figure 3.2 for a typical (n,k) cyclic code. Even 

though t is an integer valued variable, it will be allowed to be real 

valued here for the sake of graphic clarity. 

-IOg n(t+2)
e 


e [ jiJ -t ;R 4 =(iist ) 

= d-1] it = qc-Zt-1) 
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The error performance of Theorem 3.5, e5, is always superior to
 

the others but its rate is always inferior. Also its correction range
 

is larger than either of the others. The performances of Theorem 3.3
 

is slightly better than those of Theorem 3.4. 
However the former
 

requires an iterative decoding procedure.
 



-

e
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FIGURE 3.2. TYPICAL RATE AND ERROR PERFORMANCE 
OF SUBSET CODES. 
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CRA TER 4
 

LENGTH ALTERED CODES
 

Codes which have imunity to synchronization loss as well as to
 

additive error corruption have been constructed in the previous
 

chapters from a known code by modifying some aspects of its structure,
 

However none of these techniques changes the length of the original
 

code.' The concept of lengthening a sequence of information digits by
 

appending check digits so as to protect against additive disturbances
 

has a counterpart in dealing with synchronization errors. Two sections
 

of this chapter deal with construction techniques which extend a known
 

code by afixing additional digits to each member so as to check for
 

synchronization loss. The resultant code-retains the error-correcting
 

ability of the original code. This is in contrast to the insertion
 

between words of special synchronization sequences, e.g., Barker
 

sequences. These sequences are very often sensitive to additive errors.
 

There is no analogous concept in coding theory to indicate that
 

shortening a known code would diminish its vulnerability to synchroni

zation errors. However it will be demonstrated that by removing cer

tain portions from every code word the synchronizatlon sensitivity of
 

the code is reduced even in the presence of additive errors. Shina
 

and Seguin [28) were the first to present any results concerning the
 

shortening of codes for the correction of synchronization errors
 

whereas Caldwell introduced the concept of extending codes for the
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same purpose inhis work with BCH codes [31,323..
 

Hone of the methods employing length alteration use that technique
 

solely. It is always used in conjunction with some other approaches.
 

The additive error performance of these codes Is uniformly better than
 

the coset codes or the subset codes of the preceding chapters. But
 

their rates are reduced, and furthermore when no synchronization errors
 

are present, the efficiency of these codes is lover than the parent
 

codes from which they were derived. The decoding strategies recom

mended for the codes in this chapter have two general procedures in
 

common. First before any other processing the receiver always returns
 

the length of the received vector to that of the original code by
 

either adding or deleting digits depending on the nature of the length
 

alteration. The remaining steps in the decoding are based upon the
 

structure of the original code which generally isbetter known than
 

that of the altered code.
 

The results in each section start with the problem of detecting
 

either or both types of errors and conclude with those pertaining to
 

the simultaneous correction of both types. In order not to obscure
 

the salient properties of these codes, in most cases the results con

earning symmetrical slip are presented before the unsymmetric case is
 

considered. This dichotomy does not overWelm the reader with details
 

which can be presented easily as an elaboration of the simpler-case
 

with little or no further proof.
 

Shortened Codes
 

The basic procedure for shortening a code to be used in this
 

section may be succi outlined in two steps. First select a set of
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vectors which have predetermined values either in their leading or
 

trailing positions or in both places. Second remove those positions
 

from every vector transmitted.
 

Let A be an (n,k) cyclic code Tqhich is generated by the polynomial
 

g(x). First choose a subset defined as:
 

b(x) mG(tv(-gcfbk 4 ' i + &xfk- 8gz)) mod &'-l) 

: deg 7(x) < k-t-1, y(O) # 0 and a# 0} (4.1)-

This is a subset code consisting of those vectors vhich have t zeros 

in the first places, a nonzero term in the (t+l)st component since
 

g(O) # 0 and Y(O) -0 0 and finally a nonzero term in the last place 

since cf 00. These are (q-l) qk-t-2 choices of information bits 

represented by y() and (q-l) choices of Ci #0. Thus the subset has 

q tt(q-I)2 merbers. Secondly shorten all the vectors in the subset 

(4.1) by removing the first t bits. The result is a block code of
 

length n'=n-t. 

Definition. 4.1 

Let Z denote the block code of length nm'n-t and with qk-t2(q-l)2 

mebers as constructed in the preceding paragraph. 

Note that there is a one - one rapping from E into the original 

code A. It will be convenient to designate the following subset of 

the indices of A. 

I - rindex itC-and the shortened version of b is inS1 

(4.2) 

So it is possible to enumerate the members of Z as ,where is 

an n'-tuple and each j. corresponds to exactly one bEA. Vectors from 
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SWill be transmitted. Howev.er the decoder will add t zeros to the 

beginning of each received vector so as to transform every n-tuple 

into an n-tuple. Suppose that the received and framed n'-tuple is, 

given by 

a(a) +(4.3) 
-jk , 

".r'is the additive error nt-tuple and sis < t. Note that j and k are 

both in ,Iof(4.2). After v' has been prefixed by t zeros the result 

is an n-tuple denoted as v. Now v iay be written as: 

v (s) +_r - Z (4.4) 

where b corresponds to a and r is the n-tuple resulting from pre
-j -j 

fixing the n'-tuple r'with t zeros. 

t-s s s 

(O...,O, y, other terms, 0,...,0 0, other terms)' 

z, 
-a 

= 
t4s -s 

if a > 0 
:(4.5) 

(4... 

(other terms, C 0,...,0, other terms, 1], 0,...,O)'
 

if a <O
 

C is the nonzero term in the (t+l)st position of end $ is the non

zero term in the (t+l)st place of b which corresponds to I. Whereas 

is the nonzero term of b in the nth place and I is the nth term of 

b (nonzero of course). 

Theorem 4.1: 

Suppose there is an (nk).cyclic code which can detect a burst of
 

length at most t in the firstt components and also detect another
 

burst of length at most t positions, and in addition detect at most a
 

http:Howev.er
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additive errors in the last (n-t) positions. Then there is a block 

code of length ln- n-t and with (q-1) 2 qk-t-2 members which can detect 

e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slippage in either 

direction even if both occur simultaneously. 

Proof 

The block code to be used is Z in Definition 4.1. Assume that the 

received vector v' is as given by (4.3) with w(r') < ei The decoder 

will operate on v given in (4.4). It suffices to show that an additive 

error s detected if 0 < IS < t or r with w() < e. 

a) #Q ad S - 0 

Since r # Q and w(j) < e, z has an additive error in the last 
(n-t) .places and no burst errors, ie., a 0. So by hypothesis the 

error is detectable, 

b) O< lei_<t andanytithwri <e 

Since s # 0, it follows from (4.5) that z has one burst of length 

s in its first t positions and another one of length s in either the 

next t places or the last t places. So z is a detectable pattern as 

well as r since w(E) C e and since _ begins with t zeros. 

Q.E.D. 

If there Is an (nk) cyclic code, with minimum distance d, and if 

a -d - 2t - 1 (4.6) 

2 k-t-2
then there exists a block code of length n' - n-t with (q-1) q 

vectors which can detect the concurrent occurrence of e or less addi

tive errors and t or less bits of slippage in either direction. 
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Proof 

The block code is E constructed from a as above Definition 4.1. 

The proof follows easily from the theorem because any error-correcting 

code of minimum distance d will detect the occurrence of two bursts 

of length t and e additive errors if e + 2t < d - 1. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.2 

Let A be an (n,k) cyclic code which can correct a burst of length 

at' most t in the first t positions 'andcorrect a second burst of length 

at most t either in the second t places or in the last t places. 

Furthermore A can correct at most e additive errors in the 'last (n-t) 

positions. Then it is possible to derive a block code from A which 

has the capability of simultaneously S2KKcti t or less bits of' 

slippage In either direction and a or less additive errors. This 

modified code has length n*= n-t and contains (q-1)2 qk-t-2 members. 

#roof 

Consider the S code as derived from the A code in a manner as 

described above Definition 4.1. Assume that the slipped and corrupted 

n'-tuple received at the decoder is v' given by (4.3). The decoder 

strategy is outlined below. 

1) Extend v1 to v given in (4.4) by adding t zeros to the 

be'inning of z'. 

2) Correct the additive and burst errors by using the A code as 

a basis for this correction. 

3) If the corrected vector from above has a nonzero term anywhere 

in the first t positions, refrain the received n'-tuple and start at 
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step 1) again. On the other hand if this corrected vector has t zero
 

in the first places, the additive and slip errors have both been
 

corrected. After step 1) the decoder investigates the n-tuple v as
 

given by (4.4). a of (4.5) has two bursts which are correctable by
 

the hypothesis. If w(Q) _ a, then r represents a correctable additive 

error pattern. So the decoded vector in step 2) isb s ) where b. 

is a cyclic shift
corresponds to a But if a 0 0 and Is < t, (bs) 


of a member of A which has a nonzero,term somewhere in the first t
 

positions by the very construction of Z. However if a 0, bhi has t 

zeros in the first places. Since b corresponds to a the correct 

vector has been determined. 

Q.E.D. 

Corollarl 4.2 

If there is an (n,k) cyclic code, A, with minimum distance d,
 

and if
 

(4.7)2 

2then there is a block code (length n' and (q-l) 2 q -t- members) which 

can conjointly correct e or less additive errors and t or less bits of
 

slippage (independent of direction).
 

Proof 

E is the block code. If e + 2t < d-j the cyclic code has all of 

the properties of the one required in the theorem. 

Corollary 4.3
 

There is a block code which can concurrently correct a or less
 

additive errors and-t or less bits of slip in the positive direction
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and t" or less bits 6f negative slip. A sufficient condition for this 

is the existence of an (n,k) cyclic code hich is capable of correct

ing a burst of-length At most tm -max(t +,t) in the first tm positions 

and a second burst either in the next t places of length at most t 

J + 
or in the last t positions of length at moat t , and also e or less 

additive errors in the-last (n-t) components. This code has length 

2 k-t -2 
(n ) aid contains .(q-l) q ta members. 

Proof 

The block code is one derived from the cyclic code -bythe method 

above Definition 4.1 except with t replaced by t m The decoder 

strategy is,the same as in the theorem except again with t replaced 

by tm. The proof is obvious by noting the location of the bursts in 

Q.E.D. 

The synchronization correction techniques inherent in-the 

previous results are achieved by an iterative procedure. Itmay be 

desirable to determine both the magnitude and direction of the slip 

directly at the decoder without any sort of search. in order to
 

accomplish this an (n,k) cyclic code, 6, generated by the-polynomial
 

g(x), must be modified in a slightly different fashion from the way 

the code, Z, of Definition 4.1 was derived. The subset to be 

shortened is given by 

bY. - tYOXg(4mnd@ 4-) 

deg v(x) < k-2t-I and v(G) #OJ (4.8) 

The vectors of this subset code are those vectors of Awhich begin 
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and end with t zeros'and have a nonzero term in the (t+l)st position.' 

These are (q-l) qk-2t-I vectors in this subset. Now shorten the 

subset code by removing the first and last t positions of each vector. 

Hence a block of length n"' n-2t has been constructed. 

Definition 4.2
 

Let E' denote the block code constructed above. So E' is the
 

set of n "-tuples, 3A±EIxwhere each A, corresponds to exactly one
 

b EA and where
 

it = [index i : b EA and its shortened version is in El 

(4.9)
 

This block code can be used for additive error and slip error correc

tion even if both types of errors occur in the same vector.
 

Theorem 4.3 

Suppose there exists an (n,k) cyclic code which hes the capa

bilities of correcting e or less additive errors occurring in the 

middle (n-2t) positions.of any vector and two bursts each at most t 

bits long with one occurring scme*here in the first 2t places and the 

Then there is a block code of
other somewhere in the last 2t places. 


n-2t which can simultane(q-1) qk-2t-i members each of length n"-


ously correct e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slip
 

regardless of direction.
 

Pro 

Suppose the slipped and corrupted n' -tuple received at the
 

decoder is given as: 

v 	 a s) + if (4.10) 
-jk 

http:positions.of
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r" represents the aditive errors encountered during transmission. 

Assume that w(") < e and that Isl < t. Recall that j and k are 

both in the set I' of (4.9). 

The decoder performs the following strategy. It adds a prefix 

and suffix to each received n"'-tuple of t zeros. The resulting 

vector v is decoded with respect to the minimum distance procedure 

relative to the cyclic code A. The position index of the first non

zero term of the decoded vector is subtracted from the value (t+l), 

'andit gives the magnitude and the direction of the slip. 

it is possible to write the extended version of v" as:
 

~s)+ r - z(.
-j
 

b -corresponds to a 69P and r is the nt"-tuple r" extended by adding 

t zeros to the beginning and to the end. 

(t-s S  s __ t=0..,Ot,other-temsiO,... ,O,D,other e ,O...OJh 

-9 s<O
 

ifa < 0
 

(4.12)
 

r is the first nonzero term of b while 0 is that of b 

C-!) is a vector consisting of a combination of additive and 

burst errors -hich is correctable by the hypothesis. So the decoded 

vector is b * But bi begins'and ends with t zeros and has a nonzero 
-j 

s )term in the (t+l)st position. Therefore b begins with (t-s) zeros 

and always has a nonzero term in the (t-s+1) position. Subtracting it
 

from the quantity (t+l) gives a.
 Q.R.D.
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Since y code of mi.imum distance d can correct the two bursts and 

the additive errors required by the hypothesis of the theorem if 

-- > e + 2t, the proof of the following corollary parallels that of 

the theorem.
 

Corollary 41.4 

Let Abe an (n,k) cyclic code with minimum distance d. If 

(4.13)y4tl2 

= then there is:a block of length n"' n-2t which is derivable from A 

and which is capable of simultaneously correcti at most e additive 

errors and at most t bits of slip (independent of the direction). 

This dode is composed of (q-1) q k 2t-l vectors and a decoder can. 

determine both the magnitude and the direction of the slip without any 

search procedure. 

An alteration of the code construction technique used for the 

symmetric ease produces similar results when the expected slip is in 

an unsymmetrical range. 

Coroll-ar 4.5 

There. is a block code which has the eorrection capabilities of at 

ormost a additive errors and either at most t+ bits of positive slip 

at most -t bits of negative slip. A sufficient condition for this is 
the existence of an (n,k) cyclic code which can correct a or less 

additive errors occurring in those piaces from the (t +l)st to the 

(n-t )st inclusively and also can correct either a burst in the first 

t+ positions and a second one between the (n-t+-t)th and the (n-t +1) 

places or a burst batnen the t th place and the (t +t +1)t:h place and 
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a second burst in the last t" positions. Let t t = t+ + t The length 
k-t -1 

of thih block code is n" = n-t" and it has (q-4) q members. 

?roof 

The subset code to be shortened is the collection of those 

t+
vectors which begin with zeros and end with t" zeros and have a 

nonzero .term in the (t +l)st position. The subset is shortened by 

removing the first t+ positions and the last t- positions. 

The decoder adds zeros in these places and after additive error 

correction the position index of 'the first nonzero term in the decoded 

vector Is subtracted from t++i to obtain the magnitude and direction 

of the slip. The proof is obvious once the form of z in an equation 

similar to (4.11) for the received vector after the zeros have been 

added is given for these circumstances.
 

VO" --- Ot ohe tis ,t. ot-e s~temsO . 

if a > 0 

tt+ -s1. te 
other terms, 0,...,0, other terms, 0,...,0/ 

if 5 O 

(4.14) 

Q.E.D.
 

Extended Subset Codes
 

Each code'ord is lengthened by buffering it with sequences which
 

are suitably bhosen parts of the word itself. This reduces the effects
 

of synchronizoitton errors, but it does not add enough redundancy so
 

that their effects may be confused with or cancelled by those due to
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additive errors, iowaver selecting a subset of the original code 

all swthe separation of the effects of both types of errors. 

Let A and At be codes as defined in Definition 3.1. Furthermore 

define the set of integers J as: 

37 finde .~ (4.15) 

As. in several cases before, iet J+be the maxim number of bits or 

3pbsi!tive slip to be corrected bitle t- denotes the negative slip. 

ore define two other symbols.-FurthM 

t"= + +t- andt wsttl6 

Now consider the coset of the aubcode A' as given in (3.1), i.e., 

N-C-O X This coset tII be cyclically ezatended to yield a block 

code of length n t- n+-tIt by affixing a prefix of t- bitseand a suffix of 
t bits to each code wod. ~The prefix is the last t- elements of the 

word in the swamz relative position if-t < n or is repetitions of 

the vord preceded by the last (t-ntD) piace: of the word in the same 

order'j& t > n. Similarly the suffix is th6 first t positions if 

t < n or is I repetitions of the word followed by the first 

~+ rt+ +
tplaces f the word if t > n. VTis cyclic extension techni

que is made more graphic in the foll7v g e:-xplanst!on. if b is a 

mewber of the coset code (3.1), its extended version q is a metber of 

a (Uatt, k-a) block coda. 

t (4.17)+ 

( t-#nl3~~,~~,.,kb, .b +~tb 

n-t 4[;P-lt 
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The above constructi t procedure is implicitly contained in the 

following definition, 

Definition 4.3 

Let 0 denote this cyclically extended code with members 

corresponding to Q-V for each 16j. 

The @ code .willbe transmitted. Throughout this section the first 

step in the decoding strategy will be to treat the received word as if 

no slip had occurred and then to remove the appended parts of the 

nV-tuple, i.e.$ -the decoder frames the a bits from the (t-+1)st position 

tO the (w&)at place inclusively of the'received vector. Suppose that 

the received n'-tuple is given by z'. 

!' r 
(a 
k 

) 
+ r, (4.18) 

' represents additive errors, and it vill be assumed that it has at 

most a nonzero components in any burst of length n or Itss. Further

more assume 'that t Z s 2 -t * Notice that J and k are both in the 

set Jt, (4.15), The first step of the decoding strategy will yield an 

n-tuple, x. Because of the construction of members of , y may be 

written as follors. 

s ) s )  b + +r (4.19) 

r has the (t+)st to Ehe (nt)st components of r' in its n positions 

while b~j gcorresponds to the cyclically extended vector ac1 . Also s 

is given by: 

U(o 0J (4.20) 
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Theorem 4.4 

Suppose there !-s an (n,k) cyclic code with minimm distance d. It 

8s* possible t6 conetruct an (nt,2 k-a) block which can detect the 

sb ultaneou occurrence of at most a additive errors and either t+ 

bits .of-slip in-the positive direction or t bits in the negative 

direction as In as the follt-ing are satisfied: 

(4.21) 

and 

-e f d - 1 (4.22)
 

Purthersore equality is possible in (4.21) if and only if f(x) is a 

primitive 6lynomial. 

Proof 

The first step of the decoding process gives v of (4.19). The 

next step is to perform additive error detection on v as if the code 

%,*rethe coset code of A' as given in (3.1). it suffices to consider 

two cases which aem mutually exclusive and exhaust all the possibilities. 

a) A.# nda -0 

Since a n d-l normal error detecting procedures indicate an error 

since ~aE ' 

b) a # withi -(t-.Eta) _ss(t+-n (or -t <aso <t+ 

from (4.20)). 

If under these conditions the following inequality holds, the 

decoder will have detected an error.
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min-w - -2> (4.23) 

However 

e na)WWErk~Z) 2!w (Pa4as (4.14) 

But (b(s)+ cannot be'a member of the coset of the subeode A' by 

an argument -identical writh part b) of the proof of Theorem 3. So 

404 k~s)- b- A)>2 d for any iEJ,..;Thus (4.23)%becomes: 

in w(i()+ag(s) -cb - f) > a (4.25) 

Now d-e -I from (4.22). The "furthrmoreP statement follows as it 

.did in Theorem 3.1. 

Q.E.D. 

This theorem suggests-an approach for the correction of both types 

of errors. 

Theorem 4,5 

the conclusion of Theorem 4.4 is valid for the conjoint correction 

of both types of ersersa under the same hypothesis except that the 

exzpression for e in (4.22) is replaced by: 

rd-n ,(4.26) 

The first steu performed by the decoder is as before to frame an 

n-tuple, v, from the received n'-typle, It', Next it perforks additive 

error correction by treating the framed vector as a corrupted vector 

form the coset code of (3.1). If the number of additive errors ihich 

have occurred Is legs than or equal to a, the decoder has determined 
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the transmitted vector. However if the number of errors exceeds e,
 

then the strategy will have the decoder reframe and perform ,the additive
 

error-correcting step again. 

Consider 'the two cases below:
 

a) s 0 

Then 

min wC b < w e (4.27) 

t+ -(t
 
.b) s # 0 with ttnt2) _ t 


Equation (4.25) from part b) of tha 	pr~viotis proof is still valid 

d-e 2 d- 2 '2 > 8-1_and is pertinent here. But from (4.26), 	 211 

Hence using the iterative decoding strategy outlined above gives the
 

proper vector.
 

Q.E.D. 

Altering the decoding strategy employed in the preious theorem
 

leads .toa different result. The decoding procedure used here gives
 

the mignitude and direction of any slip as well as the coset word.
 

However this extra feature requires an increase in the decoder's 

complexity and allows a smaller slip-correction range. This result was 

first presented by Weldon [34], who generalized the work of Caldwell 

[31] and Bose and Cladwell [32].
 

Theorem 4.6 

From any (n,k) cyclic code with minimum distance d, it is possible 

to coristruct an (n+tt, k-a) block which has the capability of simul

and either t*bits oftaneously correcting a or less additive errors 

positive slip or t bits of negative as long as following conditions 
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are fulfilled:
 

ttnnff[ +tq < u1 < q - 2 (4.28)
 

and 

e = [ ] (4.29) 

Equality is achieved in the first equation if and only if f(x) is a
 

primitive polynomial.
 

Proof
 

The first step in decoding is to frame the n-tuple. Next additive
 

error correction with respect to the larger code A is performed. 

Finally the syndrome with respect to (f(x)g(x)) modulo (gn-1) is com

puted. The value of this syndrome gives the magnitude and direction
 

of the slip. 

According to this strategy if w(r) c<e in v, the decoder decides 

that bs) + 1(s) was transmitted. Just as in the proof of Corollary
' j (b1(W + g~x))x5 

3.1, the syndromes (the remainder term of sf(r)g(x)) e 

distinct if the total range of s is less than or equal to u-1. Thus
+ 

the total range is (tt-n( I + 3 

Q.E.D.
 

It is apparent that the codes of this section can be used even
 

when the range of the slip is quite large and even when it is multiples
 

of the original length. 
Of course the rate is directly and adversely
 

effected. The problem of dealing with wide-range slips is treated in
 

the following chapter; so any discussion about these codes from that
 

viewpoint will be transposed to there.
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Extended Coset Codes
 

In this section the coset of a code will be cyclically extended.
 

This modification technique yields codes which have a higher rate than
 

those of the previous section at larger slip values which are still
 

less than R. This approach is a compromise between the reduction of
 

rate which is found in the extended subset codes and the reduction of
 

additive error correction capability resulting from the use of the
 

coset codes of Chapter 2. This technique tends to moderate the loss
 

in each of the performance criteria.
 

Consider a coset of an (n,k) cyclic code, A, which has minimum
 

m ,
distance A. Let e be the generic coset,-generator. So [bl+ ) 


k=0

with M q isa coset code which will be cyclically extended by 

prefixing each n-tuple by its last t elements, maintaining their 

respective order, and suffixing each one by its first t components in 

their order. 

Definition 4.4 

Let 0 be the (n',k) block code constructed froi the coset code 

(b+ cji-- by cyclically extending itat each end by t position. 

n'= n+2t. Furthermore let f M1 correspond to 1&,+ a) of the coset 

code. 

The block code Q will be used for transmission; Hende a typical 

received n'-tuple is '. 

kf(S) (4.30)
'- + r' 


r' represents the additive errors. f and are both in n. It will 

be assumed throughout the remaining parts-of this section that Isl 5 t 
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and that every burst'of length ,nor less of r' has weight of a or less.
 

The first step in every decoding strategy to be discussed here will be
 

to disregard the first t and the-last t components of v' in order to
 

obtain an n-tuple v. It is obvious from the construction oftC that s 
has the following form. 

v (s)'+> (s)r+ (4.31) 

Because of the assumptions concerning V', wCr) : a and [a) t. The 

remaining steps of the decoding strategy will always process the
 

n-tuple, v, using the structure of the coset code. The form of the
 

coset generator a and the exact decoder operations are independent 

variables at this point. 

Theorem 4.7 

The existence of an (n,k) cyclic code with minimum distance d and
 

the requirement that
 

e ={[d-3]1 [2nt-1) (4.32)I= L t+! -V 

are sufficient to imply the existence of an (n+2t, k) block code which 

can detect the conjoint occurrence of at most a additive errors and 

or less bits of slip (in either direction). 

Proof 

The form of a coset generator is given by: 

t-1el t+l t-4 
(D........ ,,..o...,O,,o.........,,,..,0,1)
 

m-blocks (4.33) 

This form exists if
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?e+2)lo 2n'-t'-l) > a (4.34) 

It is sufficient to require that the received vector V_of (4.31) 

is not a member ot.the coset code if r ' Oor 0 < Is <t. Under theac 

conditions this is equivalent td the statement below. 

min W , - _a)> 0 (4.35)
 

i
 

All situations are covered by twb cases.
 

a) 0r2#and s=a3
 

min'w(V- bi- 
i -) - (S)>0(4.36) 

b) 0< Is.< t andanyrsuchthatw _5e 

From (4.33), cjS)c) =e[22t2] as long as s ,a is:5t. Furthermorem~w~ > Vd-{- > ain_e-e), (d-(e 2_)-e) (4.37) 

L -2j <hte2.aCombining -thesestatements gives: 

min oV b - a), )-bio_o at most ) 4.38)
 

However (4.32) implies that e <!--; so d-2e-2 > 1. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.8 

Again assuming the eztistence of A, there is an (n+2t,k) block 

.code which tas the ability of not only dtectin2 the simultaneous 

presence of at most a-additive errors and at most t bits of slip 
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(independent of diredtion) but also classifying the nature of the errors
 

provided that:
 

a mi= rd- L tel J(4.30) 

Proof 

The coset generator is specified below.
 

[t+1 t+l t+l 
S o,...,0$0.... ,o,,o .. ,.o,,o, ........ ,o, ,o . 

(e+I) blocks (4.40) 

Thus a sufficient condition for this form of c is:
 

a > (L+l) (t+1) or \ ) >ea (4.41)tnt~l )/-

The proof of the detection part parallels that of the previous one. 

Thus its proof will be condensed. The proof of case a) is identical 

and (4.37) of case b) is still valid. However w(€)-a) - 2(erl) if 

o < is1<t. so 

mi (z-k 1 - ) _min (2e+2-e), (d-2(e+l)-e)} (4.42) 

The last inequality comes from the use of (4.39) which iplies 4e < d-3 

or equivalently d-3e-2 > e+lo 

If the received vector's only corrupting influence has been 

additive errors, it will be within a Hamming distance of at most e 

from a conet vector. The equality in (4.36) demonstrates this. However 

if any slip has occurred, (4,42) above shows that the received vector 
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must be at least a distance of (ea-) from any coset vector. Therefore 

it is possible to distinguish between the occurrence of additive errors 

alone and any cobination of.nonzero slip and additive errors. 

Q.E.D. 

If the decoder strategy outlined for Theorem 2.3 is employed with
 

the vector v, the previous theorem is the basis for a correction pro

cedure. Equation (4.42) 	in the above proof guarantees the uniqueness
 

of correct slip. This resultwill be stated as a theorem but the proof 

will be omitted since it is obvious from the steps of the strategy and 

the steps of the previous proof. 

Theorem 4.9 

Suppose there is an (n,k) cyclic code with minimum distance d.
 

Then it is possible to cyclically extend it to frm an (n+2t,k) block
 

code which can concurrently correct at most e additive errors and at
 

most t bits of slip regardles6 of its direction whenever (4.39) is
 

true.,
 

The decoding technique employed for correction may be uniappealing
 

in certain situations. So another result which requires a different
 

decoding strategy is presented. it implements a decoding procedure
 

which determines the pAirs,of integers which comprise the following
 

set.
 

-
I j Wv- 0 ) O \ .	 is a miniit for 0 <j: 

and $t. (4.43) 

Under suitable conditions ,itwill be shown that this set'is a singleton 

for eachjreceivedvctor v, (4.31). 
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Theorem 4.10
 

It is possible to construct an (n+2t,k) block code from any (n,k)
 

cyclic code having minimum distance d. This block code has the ability
 

of correcting e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slip 

both in direction and magnitude - if
 

e { [ [2t-l1 } (444) 

Proof
 

The block code is of course the n code of Definition 4.4 using
 

the form of c given here.
 

2t+1 2t+1 2t )

£ (,..,, ,, .... 0,1,0. 0= )
 

(e+l) blocks (4.45) 

This and similar forms of c will exist because from (4.44), 

e 2t-le<< 2t+l oro (e+l) (2t+l) < n. 

it suffices to consider three cases which exhaust all situations 
and show that LT > Ljs for any combination of i and r such that i A j 

or - s, IT1 <t. 

) i#j and -=s 

w(b>s)-b(s))- w(r) 

> d - e > 4e + 3-e = 3(e+) (4.46) 

The use of (4.44) gives the last inequality. Let
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b) i = 2 and T # s 

>(w(s)- CW -W(r) (4.47)
 

However as long as Ia. II <t, and s 

K_-(JC) 2%-I) (4.48)
 

L- > 2(e+l)-e e+2 (4.49)
 

c) i t and #0s,and jsj, Jt71t 

yr '-j ±1) -,( 

>d - 2(e+1) - e > e + 1 (4,50) 

Again the last inequality results from (4.44).
 
Now Lis < e and so the required condition for all of these cases
 

true.
 

QE.D.
 

The extension of this result to the situation inwhich unsynmetric
 

slip is allowed is straightforward and so its proof is omitted.
 

Corollary 4.6
 

The theorem is valid for t+ bits of positive and t- bits of negative
 

slip if the variable 2t is replaced by tt - t + t". is of the same
 

form as (4.45) except that 2t is exchanged for t).
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Comparison of Results
 

In order to present a comparison of the three techniques intro

duced in this chapter, a result from each of the three sections will
 

be considered. All will deal.%ith the simultaneous correction of
 

symmetric slip and additive errors. and each represents the most
 

powerful result for its type of protection. The results are given by
 

Corollary 4.2 (Shortened Codes), Theorem 4.5 (Extended Subset Codes),
 

and Theorem 4.9 (Extended Coset Codes). A comparison among the
 

additive error performances of these three and among the rates will
 

be made using the slip correction range t as the independent variable.
 

The subscripting of certain variables will be accomplished by
 

using the last digit of the number of the theorem or corollary to
 

which it pertains. The error performance, e2' and the rate, R., of
 

Corollary 4.2 are given by:
 

e [d-4t-1]
 

R k:--Q (4.51) 
2 n-t 

Q 2(1 - logq(q-1)) (4.52) 

The maximum number of correctable errors using the technique of
 

Theorem 4.5 is e5
 

ey=fjji] (4.53)
 

Since the situation of symmetric slip is being considered, the slip
 

correction range is constrained by the following inequality.
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t C a 2 (4.54) 

Itwill be assumed that t < n and that t always is maximum with 

respect to these conditions, i.e., t=qa-2. Then the rate is given by: 

k-log (t+2)
 
R5 = n+2t.55)
 

The -results for extended coset codes from Theorem 4.9 are given below.
 

od- rn-t-i1} 
e minL{= 
 t+l } 

R9= kc (4.56) 
n+2t 

These quantities are compared in Figure 4.1 for a typical (n,k) cyclic 

code. The independent variable t is allowed to be real valued instead
 

of integer valued so that curves and not series of dots appear in the
 

figure. Employing the bound on the minimum distance, d < n-k+l [26),
 

rd-Il x d-3 n-2 
it is possible to show that i< t] and that -o the 

position of [9] to the left of [2 ] will always be true and the [ ] 

term in the expression for e9, (4.56), will always be dominant for
 

t<l. 

Shortened codes have a better error correction performance, e2,
 

at small values of slip range than that of the extended coset codes e9.
 

But the rate of the former, R2 , is poorer than that of the latter, 9.
 

The shortened codes always are inferior to the extended subset codes,
 

and they also have a limited useful slip correction range. Neverthe

less in certain instances shortened codes may require less complexity
 

to implement than either of the others. The rate P9 of extended coset
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codes is always superior to that of the extended subset codes.
 

,However the superiority of the error correction performances is,
 

reversed.
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FIGURE 4.1 	 TYPICAL RATE AND ERROR PERFORMANCE
 
OF LENGTH ALTERED CODE.
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CHAPTER 5
 

INTERLEAVED AND CONCATENATED CODES"
 

The codes to be constructed in this chapter are designed to protect
 

against slips which lie in a range of at least half of the code's length
 

For example if a block code has length A, then there are codes which
 

will be able to protect against the conjoint occurrence of additive
 
errors and slips in the range from to bits. The t ro

tection" or "security" are used throughout this chapter in a general
 

sense to mean either detection, detection and classification, or
 

correction capabilities when dealing with some type of error.
 

Two different approaches for achieving a wide range of slip pro

tection will be presented. One uses an interleaving technique while
 

the other combines concatenation with interleaving. The interleaving
 

of codes has been used in conjunction with burst error portection.
 

Concatenating two codes was introduced so that the advantages of long
 

codes for additive error protection could be gained by a more economical
 

implementation. The extended subset codes constructed in Chapter 4 can
 

also protect against large values of slip. So they will be compared
 

with the two approaches to be developed here. However itwill be shown
 

that these approaches are superior in performance.
 

The results to be presented are of a very general nature. They
 

may be coupled with any of the other codes contained in previous
 

chapters. Therefore the following definition is necessary.
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Definition 5.1
 

Let A denote a block code of length A which can protect against
 

the simultaneous occurrence of e or less additive errors and t or less
 

bits of slip in either direction. Denote the-M members of A by
 

Interleaved Codes
 

In order to protect against burst'errors, one approach is to 

Interleave or interlace the components of several code words into a 

new order before transmitting them. Then the receiver reordeis the 

components to reconstruct the original code words before any decoding 

is performed. The intent of such a scheme is to reduce the effects of 

a burst of errors on each code word by spreading the errors over several 

words. Similar logic can be applied to the case of synchronization 

errors. Smaller values 6f slip may be allotted to eadh of several code 

words by interleaving them, If a code is used which offers synchroni

zationand additive error protection, then the overall performance of 

this.qode when it is interleaved always is increased. 

One representation of the output of the encoder of the code is a
 

stream ok A-dimensional vectors
 

f lf.' .. 

.. ,f. ,f. . ,*.. ,f. ,f .... f..,. (5'.1I) 
3i O n-l Jm 2m

Instead'of'sending this stream, it will be interleaved to order m.
 

This process is described by depicting the interleaving of the m
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.t-tuples, f. .... f . First form the (mxg) array X which has these 
-0 1 -I 

vectors as rows. 

f.
 
-jo
 
f.
 
-1 = 1 ~)x =(x
 (5.2)
 

j 0< j :m

f 0 <j <A-i5 
m-i
 

Now perform the interleaving by-sending each column,of X in succession
 

instead of each row. Hence the stream of elements is:
 

0"0oo ' o ' m-lo Xo, " ' - , o,2'"
 

first column second column
 

o,-I "' - ......... (5.3)
 

last column
 

If there were no errors or slip, the receivertwould reconstruct
 

the array X and then the decoder would extract the information bits
 

from each row (a code word). However suppose that additive errors are
 

introduced and that there is a positive slip so. It is possible to
 

write so,
 

so (a-I) m+u, s > 1" 0 < u <im (5.4)
 

The array Y formed at the receiver becomes:
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(s-i) + r 
i-jujm~u -

f r 

j(-l)" + r 

(5.5)Y(S) 

o m + 

f (S) + r-1' 

t iJ-' 1jm4,u-1 


The A-tuples S account for the additive errors. If the slip s0 is
 

negative, it may be written,
 

s o =sm+u s <0, 0<u<m (5.6) 

Then the array Y is:
 

(s) 

jm-u '3u 

+ r 
M-u
 

f(s) + r
 

= Y (5.7) 

f(s+r) + r
 
-- -m -o
 
a 

* a. 

* 
* ua *ul, - 
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The decoder operates on the rows of the array Y in either case. 

If there is no more than e additive errors occurring in every burst of 

length &or less, then wu() <e for 0 < i <rm-i In (5.5) or (5.7). 

Moreover if the value of s in (5.4) or,(5.6) is such that sIs'St 

then each row of Y is protected against either type of error because of 

the capabilities of the code, A, in Definition 5.1. Therefore the 

interleaved code has total protection ability of at most S bits in 

either direction. 

S = m(t+l)-l (5.8) 

This general result may be summarized in a theorem.
 

Theorem 5.1 

Suppose there is a block code of length I which provides security 

from e or less additive errors and t or less bits of slip regardless 

of direction. Then if this code is interleaved to order m, the result

ing performance is protection against at most e additive errors and at
 

most S bits of slip independent of direction. S is given in (5.8).
 

It is possible to couple this general result employing interleaving 

with any of the codes which have been constructed in the three pre

ceding chapters. First consider all of the results concerned with a 

symmetric slip range. The conclusion in every theorem and corollary 

would state that there is a particular type of code which can protect 

against (detect, detect and classify, or correct) the simultaneous 

occurrence of at most e errors and S bits of slip. However In the 

ihypothesis of each theorem or corollary t is replaced by {S] 

Note that increasing the interleaving order m decreases the value of the 

synmetric slip range required by the hypothesis while the value of S 
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in the conclusion remains unchanged. The net effect is to increase
 

the slip range without degrading the error performance. Two examples
 

of coupling the interleaving technique with other approahes will be
 

given as corollaries to the theorem. Their proofs are obvious from
 

Theorem 5.1 once the other result from a previous chapter is identified 

The first one is based upon Theorem 2.3. 

Corollary 5.1 

Any (n,k) cyclic code has a coset code which, when interleaved to 

order m, can simultaneously correct e or less additive errors and S or 

less bits of slip if 

__S_____i (5.9) 

Increasing the interleaving order increases the error performance.
 

Since-these are derived from coset codes, they will perform as normal
 

(n,k) cyclic codes whenever it can be determined that there is no slip.
 

Another example isprovided by considering Theorem 3.3 which deals
 

with subset codes. The symbols u and f(x) are given in Definition 2.1.
 

Corollary 5.3 

For any (n,k) cyclic code it is possible to interleave to order 

m an (n,k-a) block code which in the aggregate has the capability of 

conjointly correcting e or less additive errors and S or less bits of 

slip if 

m(5.10) 

and
 

[§±i9+u1 ca-l(1)
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The inequality becomes an equality if and only if f(x) is a primitive
 

polynomial.
 

The results which deal with the situation of an unsymmetric slip
 

range can also be extended by using interleaving. In any theorem or
 

corollary the conclusion would have t+ the positive slip range replaced
 

by S and t- the negative slip range replaced by S_. But in the
 

hypothesis t is replaced by T +w-i1), resuectively. For example a
 

result from Chapter 4 on shortened codes, Corollary 4.5, can be coupled
 

with the interleaving approach.
 

orollary 5.,3
 

There is a block code, interleaved to order m, which has the
 

correction capabilities of at most e additive errors and either at most
 

S+ bits of positive slip or at most S"bits of negative slip. A suffi

cient condition for this is the existence of an (n,k) cyclic code which
 

can correct e or less additive errors occurring in those places from
 

S++1 "the t to the (n -,m]l))st inclusively and also can correct

++I
 

either a burst in the first - j -i)positions and a second one between 
the (n s i][s +l}2)nd and the (n-! -j)th places or a burst 

between the (FL )t1. place and the (F2s±1i + f+qlat place and5 -'S. in jI_ t J LIII / 
a second burst in the ,pst Q-l -) positions. Let 

fL7-i Then thet + 2). length of the block code before the
k-tt-I
 

interleaving is n'= n-tt, and it has (q-l) q members.
 

Concatenated Codes 

The concatenating of codes for error correction was introduced by 

Forney [35). One of the advantages of this approach is that the com

plexity of the encoder and the decoder Is reduced. Concatenation and 
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interleaving will be combined to provide an increase in slip and
 

additive error protection ranges while the complexity of the decoder 

and encoder is not increased to the extent that it would be if inter

leaving alone were employed. This combination can produce slip pro

tection in excess of Q[AJ bits where I is the length of a block code
 

and Q is an integer.
 

The basic idea of concatenation is simple. Information digits
 

from GF(q ) are encoded and then each element of the code vector is
 

treated as a set of information digits from GF(q) and encoded again.
 

The net result is a long code word with components from GF(q). The
 

decoding is performed in two steps just as the encoding was done except, 

of course, it is performed in reverse order. The code over GF(q ) is
 

known as the outer code while that over OF(q) is the inner code. The
 

inner code will be interleaved as developed in the previous section.
 

The outer code will be a coset code of a Reed-Solomon code. The simpler
 

case of symmetric slip will be treated first. The results for unsym

metric slip will be presented at the conclusion of this section.
 

The general principle of concatenated codes as will be used here
 

is depicted in Figure 5.1. Additive errors and slip are introduced
 

by the inner channel. The outer channel is a convenient dichotomy for
 

describing the concatenation concept. Let r = Bi14.1 M - q k be an0 


(N,) Reed-Solomon code over GF(q ) Thus N = qk- and the minimum 

distance D = N-t+I. Further let XEGr(qk> be a primitive Nth root of 

unity. Now any element EGF(qk) may be written as: ([14] or section 18 

[29)
 

0cx o +xX + X2 12 +..+ Xk..IXk - (5.12) 
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Each xiCGF(q). So Omay be equivalently represented over GF(q) as a k

tuple:
 

= ( x0 x1V x2,,"' k-1 ) (5.13) 

Let C be the coset generator given by (2.66). From Chapter 2 it
 

iknteost code,
is known that the o e cd ,(A 'l- O is capable of protecting against 

(detecting, detecting and classifying, and correcting) the simultaneous 

occurrence of at most E additive errors and at most T hits of slippage. 

Each N-tuple of this coset code is comprised of elements from GF(q ) 

which may be represented as a k-tuple over GF(q).
 

From Theorem 5.1 it is possible to obtain a special (n,ak) code by 

interleaving which has the capability of simultaneously protecting 

against e or less additive errors and S or less bits of slip where 

S > C[2. Now encode a of the components of an N-tuple into an n-tuple 

over GF(q).* The total code length through the inner channel is nN. 

At the special decoder the symbols in the N-tuples are secure if e or 

less additive errors have occurred in each n-tuple through the inner 

channel, They could be misframed though because of the ambiguity 

associated with slips which are integer multiples of [1]. But the 

outer code can protect against T or less bits of slip if the inner 

decoder has not made more than E-J mistakes with the inner code. There

fore the overall system is secure from U or less bits of slip 'inthe 

inner channel if the additive errors are such that more than e occur 

in a framed n-tuple in the inner channel at most ]mes. The 

*The integer a is the interlacing order for the concatenated codes.
 
When a = 1, this is conventional concatenated codine.
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quantity U is given by:
 

U - S + n T
 
q]) (5.14)
 

Tere are numerous combinations of types of protection which are 

possible by using concatenated codes. "The code fdr the inner cliannel
 

is a result of Theorem 5.1, and any code in the previous chapters can
 

be used with that theorem. The outer code is a coset code of a Reed-


Solomon code to which a section of Chapter 2 is devoted. The results 

in that section concern detection, detection and classification, and
 

correction.
 

The extension of the results of this section to the case of an
 

unsytentrical slip range is presented. The overall positive slip pro

tection range is denoted as U while U represents the negative one. 

Recall that S+ and S are the respective slip ranges of the inner code
 

as discussed Inthe previous section and that T+ and T_ are the ones 

for the outer code as given above Corollary 2.5. Thus the following 

relationships-are true. 

4- ~ifs'<E~ 
+ 1~K +rf 

S°S-if < [n] 

•(5.15>) 

U 
 S
 

S + nfL i S">
 

Cotwarisons and Examoles 

One combination of the possible types .of protection available from 

concatenated codes will be chosen as a basis for comparison with the 
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other approaches. The outer and the inner code will both be coset codes 

capable of simultaneous correction of both additive errors and slip in 

a symmtric range. So if synchronous operation is quaranteed, the 

overall code may operate with its full error-correcting capabilities. 

Furthermore the decision as to the mode of -the code's operation is 

made at the decoder. It is for these reasons that coset codes will be 

considered in this section. Specifically the inner code is an inter

leaved code derived according to Theorem 2.4, and the outer code con

foris to the construction given in Theorem 2.5. 

Since concatenated codes may be viewed as long block codes over 

the inner channel, the question arises as to whether itmight be 

possible to achieve better error and slip performance by considering 

longer codes in the first place. There are three other approaches with 

which one could construct these longer self-synchronizing codes. Each 

represents the most powerful known technique of its type. They are 

toset codes (Theorem 2.3), subset codes (Theorem 3.3) and extended sub

set codes (Theorem 4.5). It will be shown that concatenated codes are 

superior to each of these when considered as wide-range self-synchroniz

ing codes. Consequently it will be seen that interleaved codes are 

also superior.
 

In order to provide a basis for comparison of these approaches it 

will be assumed that the lengths and~tates of each, considered as a 

code over GF(q), are equal and that the slip correction ranes, again 

over G0(q), are also equal. The performance criterion,for comparison 

il1 be the error-correcting capabilities as the slip correction range, 

U,' increases. For the concatenated approach the maximum number of 
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correctable additive errors over OF(q) (in the inner channel) is under

bound by max fe,f&)3. It follows from the two theorems (Theorems 2.4 

and 2.5) on which these codes were based that this quantity is: 

mfn eXtIJ
 

m1
'-'tLrA F.L. /'L-mi [2K+1][N-K-2T-] 

mx'i"a Fd-2t-31 F2t-ll 2~Fm 

The dependence between U, t and T is obtained from (5.8) and (5.14) 

and is given by:
 

U = m(t+l) - I + '•j (5.17) 

Note that there is an extra degree of freedom in the choice of U in the 

form of the interleaving order, m Thus it is possible to increase U 

without altering the lower bound given in (5.16). 

To use the coset approach on a code of equal length and rate 

requires the existence of a cyclic (nN,AkK) code. Just for the sake 

of argument, the required existence will be assumed. The minimum 

distance of this cyclic code is at most (nN-akt+l) [26]. So from 

Theorem 2.3 its error-correcting capability is at most the following 

expression: 

This is strictly monotone decreasing in U, and thus the concatenated 

approach has superior error performance as U increases and all other 

factors remain identical. 
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For the subset aodes of Theorem 3.3 to have the same rate and 

length as the concatenated codes, there must be a cyclic code over 

GF(q) of length nN and infoxmation content of at least kK+logq(U+2). 

Assuma such a cyclic code exists. Using a bound due to Singleton [26], 

the minimum distance of this code is at most fnH-Qc +log (U+2))+]° 

So from (3.14) the number of correctable additive errors is at most: 

inN- (kK+Io V(U+2))+1-U- ( 

2 

Since this overbound of the true error performance of subset codes is 

strictly decreasing in the correctable slip U, the superiority of 

concatenated codes is established. 

The cyclic extension of subset codes is a technique which has 

unlimited slip correction capabilities. Again asstme that the proper 

cyclic code exists, Referring to Theorem 4.5 it is seen that its length 

must be (nN-2U) while the information content must be at least 

kK+lOgq (U-nx[NC%.)+2). Employing the same bound on the minimum distance 

as above, the error performance given by (4.26) is at most: 

(nN-U-(5+og (U-nN[Uj)+2))+'-l (.0 
2 

Again as U increases (5.20) always decreases and is exceeded by (5.16);
 

so the concatenated approach to wide-range self-synchronizing codes
 

has better performance than its most powerful competitors.
 

The versitility and capabilities of this approach will be demon

strated by several examples which are presented in Table 5.1. They
 

result from concatenating coset codes derived from Reed-Solomon codes
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over GFT(2 ) with interleaved coset codes derived from binary cyclic 

codes. in all cases both the inner and the outer code is designed
 

for the simultaneous correction-of both types of errors. Some of the
 

examples used in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 are concatenated to produce
 

the examples given in Table 5.1. Hence there are three possible choices
 

of inner code additive error performance and three for the outer code
 

for the same value of overall slip correction range. Since the
 

information content, K, of the outer code does not divide its length,
 

N, in these examples, then the outer channel's error performance using
 

the technique of Theorem 2.8 is fixed for any slip range in the outer
 

N
channel of less than 
[j
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Table 5.1. Performance Capabilities of Several Concatenated Codes
 

Parameters of Inter- Maximum Number of Maximum Number of Overall
 
Outer Inner leaving Additive Errors Additive Errors Slip
 

Code Code Order Correctable by the Correctable by the Corree
over over for Inner Decoder Using Outer Decoder Using tion 
GF(2k ) GF(2) Inner the Technique of the Technique of Range 

Code 
Thm. Thm. Cor. Thm. Tim. Cor. 

Ik(N,) (n,ak) m 2.3 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.5 2.3 U 

3 (7,2) (31,6) 8 3 2 1 1 * * 46 
2 1 * * 1 * * 50 

(63,18) 16 4 4 4 1 * * 31 
4 3 1 * 1 * * 31 

(127,15> 32 13 12 11 1 * * 63 
8 11 6 2 1 * * 71 
4 5 2 * 1 * * 83 
2 1 * * i * * 99 

4 (15,4) (63,36) 16 2 1 0 3 4 3 31 
6 1 * * 3 4 3 35 

(63,24) 16 3 2 1 3 4 3 31 
7 2 1 * 3 * * 97 

(127,8) 	 8 13 6 2 3 3 2 198 
8 13 6 2 3 1 * 325 
8 13 6 2 3 * * 452 

4 (15,2) (63,36) 16 2 1 0 5 5 4 31 
6 1 * * 5 5 4 35 

(127,8) 11 14 10 7 5 5 4 65 
11 14 10 7 5 4 3 192 
5 8 3 * 5 * * 450 

5 (31,10)(15,5) 	 8 1 0 * 5 6 5 45 
8 1 0 * 5 4 1 105 
8 1 0 * 5 * 2402 

(45,5) 12 4 4 3 5 6 5 113 
3 3 1 * 5 4 1 293 
3 3 1 * 5 * * 698 
2 1 * * 5 * * 706 

5 (31,10)(63,10) 16 6 5 4 5 6 5 94 
4 4 2 * 5 4 1 224 
4 4 2 * 5 * * 476 
2 1 * * 5 * * 484 

(127,50) 32 6 5 4 5 5 2 63 
16 5 4 2 5 * * 190 

(127,15) 32 13 12 11 5 4 1 317 
11 12 10 7 5 4 1 319
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Table 5.1. (Continued) 

Thm. Thm. Cor. Thn. Thm. Cor. 
k (N,K) (n,ak) m 2.3 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.5 2.3 U 

11 12 10 7 5 * * 700 
4 5 2 * 5 * * 718 

5 (31,7) (15,5) 8 1 0 8 9 8 45 
8 1 0 * a * * 240' 

(45,5) 8 4 3 2 5 5 2 246 
3 3 I * 5 5 2 246 
8 4 3 2 5 * * 698 
3 3 1 * 5 * * 698 

(63,530) 16 2 2 1 5 4 1 94 
8 2 1 * 5 4 1 94 
8 2 1 * 5 * * 157 

(63,10) 8 5 4 2 5 6 4 157 
8 5 4 2 5 4 1 220 
4 
2 

4 
1 

2 
* * 

5 
5 

4 1 
* 

224 
484 

(127,50) 16 5 4 2 8 9 8 63 
16 5 4 2 8 * * 190 
6 3 1 * 8 * * 192 

(127,15) 11 12 10 7 8 5 2 319 
11 12 10 7 8 * * 700 
8 1I 6 2 8 5 2 325 
4 5 2 * 8 * * 718 

5 (31,3) (63,30) 16 2 2 ! 12 6 3 94 
8 2 1 * 12 * * 157 

(63,10) 16 6 5 4 12 6 3 220 
16 6 5 4 12 3 * 346 
4 4 2 * 12 3 * 350 
4 4 2 * 12 * * 476 
2 1 * * 12 * * 484 

(127,50) 6 3 1 * 12 3 * 192 
3 1 * * 12 * * 192 

(127,15) 11 12 10 7 12 10 9 192 
5 
5 

7 
7 

3 
3 

* 
* 

12 
12 

10 
3 

9 
* 

201 
455 

4 5 2 12 3 * 464 
4. 5 2 * 12 * * 718 

6 (63,31)(31,6) 8 3 2 2 0 1 * 449 
4 2 1 1 0 1 * 449 
2 1 * * 0 1 * 453 

(63,36) it I 1 * 0 1 * 158 
6 1 * * 0 1 * 161 

(127,36) 11 6 4 1 0 1 * 319 
4 3 * * 0 1 * 325 
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Table 5.1. (Continued)
 

Thn. Tim. Cor, 11mn. 'r=. Cor.
k (NK) (n,A) i 2.3 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.5 2.3 U
 

6 (63,16)(31,6) 8 3 2 1 
 15 15 11 263 
4 2 1 * 15 11 5 387 
2 1 * * *12 484
 

(63,24) 16 3 2 1 
 15 U1 5 220 
7 2 I * 15 7 * 286 
4 1 * * 15 * * 480(127,36) 11 6 4 1 15 11 
 5 319

4 3 * 15 * * 706 

6 (63,8) (31,6) 8 3 2 ! 23 17 12 325
 
4 2 1 
 * 23 7 * 635 
2 1 * * 23 * * 980 

(63,18) 16 4 4 4 23 4
12 346
 
4 
 3 1 * 23 12 4 346 
2 1 * * 23 * * 661 

(127,78) 32 
 3 2 1 23 12 4 190
 
16 2 
 1 * 23 * * 317

(127,36) 1i 6 4 1 23 12 
 4 319
 
4 
 3 * * 23 * * 706 

7 (127,31)(63,7) 
16 7 6 5 32 33 32 157 
6 6 4 1 32 27' 17 1295 
3 4 1 * 32 7 * 2555 
2 2 
 * 32 * * 4010 

8 (255,35)(31,16) 8 1 0 * 92 93 92 46 
8 1 0 * 92 9 * 1565

(63,24) 16 3 2 1 92 
 79 64 661 
7 2 1 * 92 49 19 1294 
4 1 * * 92 * * 2685 

(127,64) 16 4 3 1 92 93 190
88 
11 3 2 * 92 59 34 827 
6 2 * * 92 29 * 1341 
4 1 * * 9 *92 1587
 

(127,8) 11 14 10 7 
 92 93 88 1335 
6- 13 6 2 92 79 64 3881 
5 8 3 * 92 49 19 7689 
3 4 
 1 * 92 29 * 10234 
2 1 * * 92 * * 16244 
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CHAPTER 6
 

SUbfkRY 

The results given in this work have been presented in a very general
 

context because no particular system's model has been assumed. 
The
 

codes which have been developed have the capability of protecting
 

against the simultaneous occurrence of additive errors and of the loss
 

of positions from true synchronization in a given direction (bit
 

slippage). The results are given as the maximum number of each which
 

may be protected. 
This work has dealt exclusively with the modification
 

of cyclic codes with characters from a general finite field, OF(q), 
This
 

type of code has been used because of its added algebraic structure and 

easy implementation.
 

There are a number of' ways in which a given error-protecting code 

may be modified so as to endow it with sync-protecting eapabilities.
 

However each method extracts a price in the form of a degradation in
 

certain aspects of the original code's performance. The various methods 

are eiasified according to the parameters of the code that are altered, 

and the results here are presented along this type of outline. The
 

advantages of one method in one set of circumstances may be disadvantages 

in another set. Therefore a complete and comprehensive coverage of all 

methods is given. Results concerning the detection of additive errors 

and slippage, the detection and the classification of the nature of the
 

error, and the correction of both types of errors are exhibited for each 
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modification approach; The situations of symmetrical and unsymmetrical
 

slip ranges are also considered.
 

The design and construction of these modified codes is performed
 

from the viewpoint of minimum distance decoding. Therefore the proofs
 

of all the results are not simply existence proofs but offer the general
 

strategy for decoding such codes.
 

One strategy which is used to obtain new and superior correction
 

results is an iterative one. If a received vector is within a pre

scribed sphere around any modified code member, that member is the
 

optimum choice for the received one in the sense of a minimum distance
 

criterion. However if the received vector is within a concentric shell
 

about the prescribed sphere, then the decoder must reframe and check to 

determine if this yields a vector within some other sphere. This 

strategy is analogous to the correlation of synchronization sequences 

except in the case above a decrease in the distance is sought instead
 

of an increase in the correlation value.
 

Joint and-triple estimation schemes are also employed to obtain new
 

results. The joint estimator is a less complex version of the triple
 

one, and so the results in the joint case are not as powerful.
 

The technique of employing a coset of the original code allocates
 

part of the error-protecting power of a code to synchronization protec

tion. The construction of coset codes involves the proper choice of a
 

coset generator - the fixed vector which is added to all code members.
 

The length and rate of the original code are not changed. This approach
 

has a very important advantage. Whenever synchronous operation is main

tained, the code may operate with its full error-protecting capabilities.
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The decision as to the mode of the code's operation is made at the 

decoder which is an appealing prospect for one-way communication systems. 

New results for all types of protection are given for the coset codes of 

general cyclic codes. Even though Reed-Solomon codes fit this category, 

stronger results than those which could be obtained above are presented 

for this special case. There are three theorems dealing with Reed-Solomon 

codes which permit protection from slips of half the code's length in 

either direction. One theorem deals with detection of both types of 

errors, one with detection and classification, and one with correction.
 

Subset codes are derived from cyclic codes by removing certain
 

vectors before any other modification is applied. The purpose of these
 

deletions is to eliminate some of the vectors which are cyclic shifts of
 

a subset of the original code. Since synchronization loss appears as a
 

shift or slip, the effect of this modification is to produce a subset
 

code which is less sensitive to slippage. The rate of the subset codes
 

is less than that of the original code. However the protection ranges
 

for both additive errors and slip are much better than that which is
 

possible by using coset codes.,
 

Txo approaches to subset codes are demonstrated. The first combines
 

expurgating or removing members with the use of a coset generator. The 

second imbeds a fixed pattern in the information digits of the code. 

In either case the initial step in the decoding strategy is the same.
 

It treats the received vectors as if only additive errors have perturbed
 

them. The reftaining steps in the strategy separate the type of error if 

more than detection of some kind of error is being considered. The work
 

in this chapter represents the most comprehensive treatment of subset
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codes known.
 

The concept of lengthening a sequence of information digits by
 

inserting check digits is the basis of additive error-protecting codes.
 

It has a counterpart when protection from loss of synchronization is
 

desired. Extending the length of a cyclic code always allows the decoder
 

to frame a portion of only one word. Another approach is to shorten
 

the code at the encoder. Since the added length is appended at the
 

decoder, a portion of an adjacent word is located in the body of the
 

code vector and not at either end.
 

None of the methods employing length alterations use it exclusively.
 

It is always used in conjunction with some other modification, e.g.,
 

lengthening a coset code. The additive error and slip protection
 

performance of length altered codes is better than that of coset codes,
 

but in general neither these codes nor subcodes exhibits a universal
 

superiority over the other. Length altering a code diminishes its rate.
 

When these codes are operating synchronously, the additive error
 

performance is lower than that of the parent codes from which they were
 

derived. The decoding strategies for length altered codes have a common
 

feature. The original length of the code is recovered at the decoder
 

by adding or deleting digits depending upon the nature of the length
 

alteration. The remaining steps are based upon the structure of the
 

parent code.
 

There have been very few results previously presented on length
 

altered codes. The work here shows improvements on these scattered
 

results and introduces new results so as to complete and consolidate all
 

aspects of this area. Results concerning shortened codes are developed,
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subset codes are lengthened to give another approach, and coset codes 

are extended to produce a new modification scheme. This last approach 

offers a compromise between the reduction of rate which is inherent in 

extended subset codes and the reduction in additive error and slip 

protection capabilities in coset codes. There is a moderation in the 

loss of each of these performance criteria. 

The extended subset codes have capabilities of wide-range slip
 

protection. Two other approaches for achieving this are presented.
 

One uses an interleaving technique while the other combines concatena

tion with interleaving. With either construction, slip protection ranges
 

of up to half of the code's length are possible. The interleaving
 

approach as introduced here is a method which may be coupled with any
 

other technique contained in this work for protection from additive errors
 

and slippage. The net effect is to greatly expand the slip protection
 

range capabilities of the other technique. Interleaving allows smaller
 

values of slippage to be spread over several code words rather than the
 

total amount effecting each and every word.
 

Concatenation and interleaving are combined to provide an increase
 

in the slip protection range. This is 'accomplishedwithout increasing
 

the complexity of the encoder and decoder to the extent to which they
 

would be if interleaving alone were used. It is shown that for wide
 

range slip protection the error performance of either construction is
 

superior to any other know approach.
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Cyclic codes are practical and'efficient c6des which protect against the effects
 
of additive errors. However their effectiveness, like -that of block codes, requires
 
correct word synchronizatton at the decoder, Cyclic codes with symbols from a
 
general finitp field are modified so thfat they are also capable of protecting against

misframing at the decoder, These codes are modified by altering their distance 
structure. There are a number of techniques which can be emnloyed. Each method 
affects different aspects of the code's performance; therefore a complete and compre
hensive coverage of all techniques-is given. 

Results for each modification approach are given for three types of protection

from the simultaneous occurrence of additive errors and synchronization errors. The
 
first type is the detection of some kind of error, the second is the detection and
 
classification of the nature of the error, and the third is the correction of both
 
kinds of errors, Furthermore for each approach results are presented for the cases
 
of symmetrical and unsymmetrical ranges of synchronization errors. The proofs of all
 
results indicate the general strategy for decoding the modified code.
 

A coset of the original code allocates part of its error-protecting capabilities
 
to synchronization. Results are given for the general class of cyclic codes,
 
Stronger conclusions are possible when the special case of Reed-Solomon codes is
 
considered. In this case protection from slips of half the code's length in either
 
direction are permitted.
 

A subset code is derived from a code by removing certain of its vectors so as to
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produce a code with fever members which are less sensitive to misframing. T1o 
approaches to subset codes are demonstrated, One is a coset code of an expurga
ted code while the other is a code with a fixed nattern imbedded in the infor
mation digits,
 

Changing the length of a code when combined with other techniques is anothe 
modification approach. The worh here improves on the few known results and i 
introduces nany new ones so as to complete and consolidate all aspects of this 
type of approach. Results concerning shortened codes are developed, subset 
codes are extended to yield another modification approach, and coset codes are 
lengthened to produce a new scheme. 

Two approaches for achieving wide-range slip protection are presented. One 
uses interleaving while the other combines interleaving with concatenation.
 
1ith either technique slip protection ranges of half the code's length are 
possible. The interleaving technique may be counled with any other approach 
giving the net effect of greatly expanding the slip protection range of that 
approach. Combining concatenation and interleaving accomnlishes the same result 
without increasing tile complexity of the encoder and decoder to the extent to 
which they would be if only interleaving were used. It is shown that for wide
range slip protection the error-protecting performance of either approach is
 
superior to any other known approach. 


